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FOREWORD 
 

All praises are due to Allah � who has blessed us with the Quraan 

Sharif which is a Kitaab that enjoys superiority over all other 

heavenly scriptures. This is a Kitaab that was given to Rasulullah � 

who is the leader of all the Ambiya � and revealed via Jibraeel � 

who is most superior amongst all the angels.  

The Quraan Sharif is the only Kitaab which Allah � has taken the 

sole responsibility of preserving.   

�نا
�

ِ
ُ�ن  ْ
َ

َنز�ا 
ْ

�
َ

َ��كر 

ْ �

��نا 
�

ِ

َ �ُ
َ

�افظو� 
َ
ُ

ِ

َ

َ

 

Without doubt only we have revealed the Quraan and we shall be 

its protectors  

Being such a great Kitaab, there are many etiquettes and rights of 

Quraan Sharif that should be adhered to and fulfilled. 

In Ramdaan 1431, Hadhrat Maulana Abdul Hamid Saheb (Daamat 

Barakaatuhum) had delivered a series of lectures explaining the 

rights of the Quraan Sharif in great detail. Also, Hadhrat Maulana 

had explained the harms of adopting western lifestyles, cultures and 

ideologies. Hadhrat Maulana had also discussed the reason for 

studying Shakespeare as a set-work in schools and universities and 

the harms of it. These topics have been presented before you in the 

pages to follow.  

May Almighty Allah � grant us the ability of practicing on these 

advices and May Allah � accept these efforts. Ameen!    
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  �لرحيم �لر�ن �هللا بسم

 تبا89 �هللا قا6 فقد بعد �ما �لصط% ��ين عبا,+ * �سال' �&% �هللا ��مد

 قبلكم من ��ين * كتب كما �لصيا' عليكم كتب �منو� ��ين يايها �تعا;

  �لعظيم �هللا صدC  تتقو� علكمل
 

THE MONTH OF THE QURAAN 

A great aspect of the month of Ramadân is that the Quraan Sharif 

was revealed in the month of Ramadân. Allâh � states, 

�نا
�

ِ
Eُنز�ا+  َ

ْ

َ

َ

 Fِ لةHِ
َ

ْ

َ

�لقد9 
ِ

ْ َ
ْ

 

Verily We had revealed it (i.e. the Quraan Sharif) on the Night of Power. 

 The night of Qadr is better than a thousand months. This night had 

gained great value because of the Quraan Sharif, and the entire 

month was also made valuable. We have certainly been granted a 

great Kitâb. 

THE HADITH IS AN EXPLANATION OF THE QURAAN 

 The Quraan Sharif has described itself in various places. It proclaims 

that it is ‘Tibyânalli kulli Shay’ (i.e. the Quraan explains everything). 

Allah � says in the Quraan, 

�ما
َ
Jُتاكم َ ُ

َ

�لرسو6 
ُ ُ فخذ�+ �

ُ
ُ ُ َ

�ما 
َ
ْغهاكم َ ُ َ

َ

قنه 
ُ ْ َ

فانتهو� 
ُ َ
َ

  

 Hold fast onto that which the Rasûl � gives you, and refrain from 

what he prevents you. 
 

The details of the broader principles of the Quraan Sharif are 

mentioned in the Ahadith of Rasulullah � . Allah � has commanded 

us in the Quraan Sharif, 
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�Eقيمو�
ْ
ُ

ِ

َ

َ Qلصال�
َ
َ
�

 

And establish Salaah 

However, the details of performing Salaah are found in the Hadith. 

May Allah � reward the Fuqaha (Jurist). Allâhu Akbar! The first and 

most honourable personality amongst them is Imâm Abu Hanifa 

˛. The Fuqaha had gathered the various laws which were 

scattered in the Quraan Sharif. The laws pertaining to inheritance 

are in various parts of the Quraan Sharif. It is famously known that 

the laws of inheritance are in the fourth Para, but there are certain 

laws pertaining to inheritance in the sixth Para as well. Similarly, 

various other laws that are found in the Quraan Sharif in different 

places have been put together by the Fuqaha. An important point to 

note is that the Quraan Sharif cannot be understood without 

looking at the broader picture. 

 

There are many people such as “the modernists” who look at one 

verse and pass a decision. Just looking at one verse of the Quraan 

(and coming to conclusion) can be understood from this incident. 

Generally elephants are not found in Arabia. Once a circus came 

around and they had an elephant. The people were very keen as 

they had heard of elephants but they had not seen them. Some 

blind people also went to see the elephant. Blind people also like to 

‘see’. A blind person had come from overseas to ’see’ the World Cup 

as well. Blind people also have desires. They all touched the 

elephant. Thereafter some-one asked them to describe the 

elephant. One of them had touched the back of the elephant so he 

said that it is like a table-top. The one who felt the legs said that it is 

like columns. The third person who felt the trunk said that it is like a 

pipe. Each one had touched a different portion and described it 

accordingly. In a similar manner, many of us hold onto one portion 

of Deen.  
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Once we were in Laudium whilst General Haq Nawaz was visiting. 

He had visited our country on several occasions and I had learnt a 

lot of Tabligh work from him. Whilst delivering the Bayân, some 

modernists came to him and said that the Quraan Sharif states 

“Piety is not only in facing towards one direction.  They had only 

taken out a few points from there. So, General Saheb told them to 

read on further. For example, a person reads in the Quraan Sharif, 

“O you, who believe, do not come close to Salaah,” and he stops 

there.  

يا
َ

كفها 
َ T
َ

َ��ين  ِ
�

Jمنو� 
ْ
ُ َ

ال 
َ

يقربو� 
ْ
ُ
َ

ْ َ

 Qلصال�
َ
َ
�

  

Oh you who have Imân! Do not come near Salaah 

However, look what is mentioned further in the verse?  

�Eنتم
ْ ُ

َ

َ X9Yَس
َ
ُ

 

whilst you are intoxicated. 

 

This verse was revealed when liquor was not as yet Harâm 

(prohibited) therefore the command is that one should not 

approach Salaah in an intoxicated state. Now look at the 

consequence of stopping in the middle of the verse. Therefore, you 

have to look at the entire Quraan Sharif properly together with the 

Ahâdith of Rasulullâh �, which is the explanation. A proper 

understanding of the Quraan and Ahâdith is obtained from the 

Sahâbah, and the Ulemâ. For example, if a person is speaking on the 

phone and saying ‘jee’, ‘jee’, then even though you cannot hear the 

other person speaking,  you know that he is affirming what the 

other person is saying. Thereafter he says ‘jee’ in a different tone. 

The word ‘jee’ is the same but the tone is different. Previously, all 

the ‘jees’ were affirming what he was saying, but the meaning of 

this ‘jee’ will be different.  
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Another example is, if a father says to his son, “Bring me water,” 

whilst he is lying in bed at night. Naturally he will bring water in a 

glass.  If the father is standing by his car on a Sunday morning with 

his sleeves folded up and he has a bucket with soap and he tells his 

son, “Bring me water,” naturally now the father will not want water 

in a glass, but in a bucket, because he is going to wash the car. Even 

though the sentence is the same, the son will understand what was 

intended. Otherwise people will take out amazing meanings. In the 

Tafsir (commentary) of the verse 

Z�
ْ

ِ
قا6 
َ َ

�هللا 
يا ُ
َ

عي] 
َ

ِ ]�
�

ِ
متوفيك 

َ

�
َ
َ ُ

 

“O Isâ, We will grant you death.” 

The meaning of this verse cannot be understood directly from the 

Quraan. If you use the dictionary, and make tafsîr, you will 

completely go astray and your entire Aqeedah (belief system) will 

be destroyed. You will come out of the fold of Islam. Therefore, 

explanation is required from those prior to you, from whom we 

acquired this knowledge. Nevertheless, this Quraan is a great 

bounty. Allâh � states that it is“Tibyânalli kulli Shay” – it explains 

everything.  

 

A very sad development in our times is that we look askance from 

the Quraan to other places. How many people feel that we have to 

read Harry Potter and literature which maybe even worse? We 

don’t have time to read the Quraan Sharif, but we have time to read 

the voluminous books of Harry Potter and other authors. Shaytân 

puts this thought that you must know about all these things as well. 

How many other books are available which discuss different 

philosophies? If you go into a bookstore like CNA, you will find many 

books with different thoughts. Never mind bookstores, so many 

hours are spent on the computer. It is regarded as a great 
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achievement to read these things, but we have no time for Tilâwat, 

whereas the Quraan explains everything. Allâh �’s knowledge is 

the greatest. 

Cفو�
َ
ْ

َ

َ _
� ُ

 `Zِ علم
ٍ

ْ

ٌعليم ِ ِ
َ

 

Above every knowledgeable person is one who is more 

knowledgeable 

Allah �’s knowledge is unlimited. Nabi � was granted the 

knowledge of all the people of the past and future. All the 

knowledge of the Ambiyâ� put together cannot equal the 

knowledge of Nabî�.However in front of Allâh �’s knowledge, it is 

not even a drop in the ocean. So how can we cast aside Allâh �’s 

book and have time for other things?  

BARAKAH 

Another important point is that generally people say that time is 

going very fast. There is no Barakah (blessings) in time. Similarly we 

are deprived of Barakah in our health, wealth etc. If there is a little 

Isrâf (wastage by spending in unnecessary places) or Tabdhîr 

(extravagance by spending more than necessary) in wealth then 

Barakah is removed from the wealth. If one spends his time in 

useless pursuits, and even worse, in sin, then he will be deprived of 

Barakah in time whereas those that take care of their time will find 

Barakah. Look at the amount of work accomplished by Sheikul 

Hadith Hadrat Moulana Zakariyyâ Saheb ˛. In the past eras, a 

single person would write a Tafsîr of 60 volumes. Certain books 

would be written in 40 volumes. Today, we do not have time to 

even turn the pages of these books, never mind reading them. 

These books were written at a time when computers, printers and 

copiers were unheard of, thus these books were hand-written.  
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How long did some of these personalities live? Hadrat Moulana 

Yusuf Sahib ˛ passed away at a young age of 49. Hadrat Moulana 

Nanotwi ˛ passed away at a young age as well, yet they had done 

tremendous amounts of work. This was due to Barakah in their 

time. There is a common saying in English, “Look after the pennies 

and the pounds will look after themselves.” It is these little things 

that make a difference. If we take care of our speech, then Allâh � 

will grant us Barakah in our speech. If our time and money is spent 

correctly then we will find tremendous amount of Barakah in our 

lives. Some people say that they do not get time for their Salaah, 

leave alone Tilâwah. This is the result of not spending their time 

correctly. We rush through things, and then try to justify ourselves.  

Also, not fulfilling the rights of others is a means of being deprived 

of Barakah.We give some-one an appointment yet we are negligent 

in fulfilling it. It is possible that one had forgotten or some tragedy 

had occurred. However it is totally wrong to have a don’t-care 

attitude. We make false promises. We borrow money and promise 

to pay at a certain time, but we default in payment. Such a person 

will always have financial problems in life, even though he may be 

earning huge amounts. When a wealthy person is in need, he is not 

in need of small amounts like 5 or 10 Rand. He needs millions 

whereas a poor man is in need of R200 or R500 which is considered 

to be a lot of money for him. A wealthy person who is earning 

millions will also have a shortfall if Allâh � removes the Barakah. 

These are the teachings of Islam. The object of Tasawwuf is to bring 

these qualities in our life. We regard these things as trivial. We 

promise so many people that we will phone them, but never do so. 

A person gives you a gift yet you do not even acknowledge it. In 

many institutions, receipts are not issued for funds that are 

collected. When we do not acknowledge these things, then the 
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Barakah is removed. If things are done correctly, then we will find 

Barakah and blessings. These things which we regard as trivial are 

actually very important. How many of our Mashâikh had sufficed on 

little food. Hadrat Raipurî ˛ would have only one “Finjân” (the 

size of a small Zamzam cup) of black tea for Iftar yet he would 

derive strength for the whole day. The sleep of many of our elders 

was minimal but Allâh � placed Barakah in their sleep. When we 

will obey Allâh � and abstain from His disobedience, then Allâh � 

will grant us Barakah. When we make false promises or take loans 

from people, then we will go deeper and deeper in problems. 

So the Quraan Sharif is“Tibyânalli kulli shay”. The Quraan Sharif 

possesses various other qualities as well which are explained in the 

Quraan Shârif, in the Ahâdith and by the Ulema. There are poems 

also written depicting the praises of the Quraan. What a great book 

we possess! 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE QURAAN 

Take a look at one verse of the Quraan, 

يا
َ

كفها 
َ T
َ

 cا��
ُ قد �

ْ
َ

جاdتكم 
ُ ْ َ

موعظة 
ٌ َ

ِ

ْ من �
�

9بكم 
ْ ُ � � dشفا�

َ

ِ

لما َ
َ

�

 Fِ 9لصد��
ِ

ُ T

 Xهد�
ً ُ
�9�ة َ

ٌ
َ
ْ
َ َ 

jللمؤمن
َ

ِ ِ

ْ ُ
ْ �

 

O people! Indeed advice (the Quraan) has come to you from your Rabb, 

a cure for what (evil qualities, doubt and wrong beliefs) is in the breast 

(hearts), (it is also a means of) guidance and mercy to the believers. 

In this verse, Allâh � addresses the entire mankind. Very seldom, 

mankind is addressed in the Quraan. Normally, the believers are 

addressed. An advice has come to you from your Rabb. 

Contemplate, who has arranged this lecture program? It has come 

from Allâh �. Here Allâh � did not say, “An advice has come to you 
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from Allâh” instead he used one of His qualities. “An advice has 

come to you from your Rabb.” 

WHO IS RABB? 

Who is your Rabb? He is the being who has given you existence 

from non-existence. Allâh � states, 

هل
ْ
َ

 mE
َ

َ

 *
َ
َ

�إلنسا� 
ِ

َ

ِ

ْ

 jح
ٌ

من ِ
َ �pهر �

ِ

ْ
ْلم �

َ

يكن 
ُ َ

شيئا 
ً ْ َ

م 
ًذكو��9
ُ ْ

 

يكن
ُ َ

شيئا 
ً ْ َ

ًمذكو�9 
ُ ْ
�

 

Undoubtedly, a moment in time has passed by man he was 

something not even worth mentioning (he was still a drop of 

semen). 

Such a time has passed over you when you were not even worth 

mentioning. Forget your eyes, your ears or your backbone. You 

were not even spoken about by your parents. When your mother 

had conceived, then she told your father, “I think I am expecting.” 

Now they start discussing, “I hope it is a boy”, or “I hope it is a girl”, 

“May Allâh � grant us children with ease and comfort!” You were 

still non-existent yet they started talking about you. You were in the 

form of impure sperm made from blood, which was made from dirty 

sand. This was your reality.  Who created You? Allâhu Akbar!  

�لقد
ْ َ
َ

خلقنا َ
َ
ْ َ
َ

�إلنسا� 
َ َ

ِ

ْ

ٍساللة ِمن 
َ َ
ُ

من 
�

 jط
ٍ
عم  ِ

�
ُ

جعلنا+ 
ُ َ َ
ْ

َ

غطفة 
ً َ
ْ
ُ

 Fِ 9قر�
ٍ

َ

َ

 jمك
ٍ
ِ

�

 

عم 
�
ُ

خلقنا 
َ
ْ َ
َ

��طفة 
َ َ
ْ T علقة

ً َ َ َ

فخلقنا 
َ
ْ َ ََ

�لعلقة 
َ َ
َ
َ
ْ

مضغة 
ً َ ْ ُ

فخلقنا 
َ
ْ َ ََ

�لمضغة 
َ َ ْ ُ
ْ

عظاما 
ً
َ

ِ 

فكسونا
َ
ْ َ
َ َ

َ�لعظا' 
َ

ِ

ْ

ل 
َ

yحما
ً ْ

عم 
�
ُ

Eنشأن 
َ

ْ

َ

َ

ا+
خلقا ُ

ً ْ َ

Jَخر 
َ

فتبا89 
َ
َ
َ َ
َ

�هللا 
Eحسن ُ

ُ َ ْ

َ

 jالق~�َ

ِ ِ

َ

ْ

 

“We have certainly created man (Adâm �) from a product of 

(specially selected) clay. Thereafter we placed him in a safe lodging 
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(the womb) as a drop of fluid (sperm). Thereafter, we made the drop 

of fluid into a clot of blood, then the clot of blood into a lump of 

flesh, then the lump of flesh into bones, after which we dressed the 

bones in flesh. Thereafter, (when we instilled the soul into the 

foetus) we made him into another type of creation. So blessed is 

Allah, the best of all creators.” 

How He created you from stage to stage, so perfectly and 

beautifully!  Rabb is the one who brought you into this world from 

the womb of your mother in such an amazing manner which could 

be a matter of life and death.  Extra caution is required when the 

child is born! The skull is so delicate. If the skull has to be pressed at 

the time of birth, then this can cause deformities. Who brings so 

many people into the world? This is only the work of Allâh �. This is 

Rabb. When you came into this world, you knew nothing. You did 

not know what food to eat. You didn’t even know your mother. 

Who made you accustomed to your mother? Who had placed your 

love in the heart of your mother, so that she goes out of her way to 

look after you? Moosa � had explained who Rabb is, 

قا6
َ َ

9بنا 
َ T
َ `��ِ

�

Eَقطى 
ْ

َ

 _
� ُ

 d�ٍ
ْ

َ

خلقه 
ُ َ
ْ
َ

عم 
�
ُ

 Xهد
َ َ

 

Moosa �  said, “Our Rabb is He who granted each thing its 

(appropriate) form and then guided it. 

Allâh � is the architect of everything in existence. He � is the 

engineer, provider and teacher. A chicken is born and automatically 

starts pecking in the ground for its food. Allâh �had taught it. It 

does not look for the breast of its mother for milk. A human being is 

born and immediately looks for the breast of its mother.  It does not 

go pecking and scratching the ground for food. Every creation of 

Allâh �, whether it be an elephant, a  giraffe, a camel or a whale is 

inspired by Allâh �. Our Rabb is He who has made our oxygen for 
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us. This is not sufficient. If our lungs were not in order, despite 

having the best oxygen, what would we be able to do? On the other 

hand, if our lungs are perfectly working, but we have no oxygen, 

then too what would we be able to do? So it is this Being who has 

sent us this “Mauizah” (advice). When we realize this, then how 

much of reverence should we not possess for this book? We will not 

mishandle it. If we do not possess Adab (respect) for the Quran, 

then we will be deprived of Barakah in our reading. We will be 

deprived of recitation. If we do recite it, then our thoughts will be 

wandering. Therefore respect is very important. May Allah � grant 

us the ability to realize what a Kitâb He has given us! Allâh � has 

granted us (the Muslims) the greatest treasure. 

MUSLIMS HAVE BEEN PROMISED RULERSHIP! 

Why are we worried of ruling the world? When we will tread the 

correct path, then Allâh � will grant us ruler-ship of the world. We 

will not have to chase after it.   Allâh �has promised ruler-ship of 

the world (to the Muslims). 
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“Allah has promised those of you who have Imân and who do good 

actions that He will definitely make them successors on earth just as 

He had made those before them successors. And He will certainly 

grant strength to the Deen that He has chosen for them and will 

certainly replace their fear with peace (on condition that) they 
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worship me and do not ascribe any as partner to me. Those who are 

ungrateful after this are sinful indeed.” (Surah Noor, verse 55) 

This will be when our Imân and A’mâl (actions) are correct. Allah � 

is prepared to give us rulership, but we are not capable. We cannot 

control our eyes, how are we going to control a country? We cannot 

control our tongues and other limbs (of the body), we cannot 

control our families, where are we going to control the world? We 

have big visions, but we ourselves are totally out of control.  

THE QURAAN IS AN ADVICE 

This mauizah (advice and guidance) is of vital importance. If you lost 

the way and somebody guides you, how much won’t you appreciate 

it? You were looking for an office in a building. You were late for 

your appointment and you didn’t know how to get there. Someone 

comes and not only directs you, but takes you there. We are living 

in this world, which is a world of evil, a world of darkness, a world of 

temptations. The Quraan Sharif is our guide towards righteousness. 

It has firstly saved us from Kufr (disbelief) and Shirk (polytheism). 

This is for a person who merely believes in Quraan Sharif. As for one 

who has a deeper understanding of it, he will be saved from the 

finer points of Kufr and Shirk. This is the very basic. Then the Quraan 

guides us towards Ibâdât (acts of worship). If we apply ourselves, 

we will find guidance in our Muâmalât (business dealings). Today, 

our money matters are not in order, therefore there are such 

terrible fights between husband and wife, between parents and 

children, and other family members. These disputes arise because 

of inheritance, or a husband refuses to pay his wife her dowry, or he 

takes a loan from her and refuses to repay her, or he asks her to 

take a loan from her father and does not think of re-paying him. The 

Quraan Sharif grants us guidelines in all these matters.   
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Then the Quraan Sharif explains our Muâsharah (social dealings) in 

great detail. For example, when are the children allowed to enter 

their parent’s room and when aren’t they permitted (without 

knocking)? All these aspects are discussed in detail. By following 

these rules, our lives will be a pleasure. Adâb (ettiquettes) also 

forms an integral part of Muâsharah (social etiquettes). The Quraan 

teaches us that we should not inconvenience any-one. For example, 

we should not park in any-one’s driveway. We should learn the 

etiquettes of seeking permission to enter some-one’s house. If we 

do not get a reply, then how should we react? These aspects have 

been discussed in detail. However a more in-depth explanation is 

given in the Ahâdith. May Allâh � reward the Ulemâ, they have 

written in great detail on every subject for our guidance. 

If a person manufactures something like a gadget or electronic 

device, then directions are given on how to use it, which are 

included with the item in the box. These instructions are very 

important. The bigger the machine, the more detailed the manual, 

or the manufacturers will even send an engineer to explain how to 

use the machine, with all the finer details, and train those who will 

be using the machine. They will train the consumer how to correct 

errors, if any occur. Even a small gadget comes with a trouble-

shooting list which discusses the possible problems and their 

solutions. These engineers will even come from overseas and teach 

these things to the consumer.  The greatest machinery is the human 

being, who has manufactured thousands of other machinery. So 

how could it be possible that there are no directions for man? If any 

person uses a machine and does not follow the instructions, then 

what will happen? In fact, all machines have a note stating that you 

must read the instructions before use. The instruction manual also 

states that if you do not read and practice upon the instructions, 
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then the guarantee and warranty is invalid. Allâh � has also sent 

instructions for the human being. If these instructions are not 

adhered to, then the guarantee for Jannah is invalid. The Quraan 

Sharif is that manual which shows man how to live. Allâh � has 

stated in the Quraan, 

Zلِك
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َ
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َ
ْ
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 “There is no doubt in this book.” 

These are those instructions in which there are no doubts 

whatsoever, and there is no doubt that it has originated from the 

Maker. For who is this book? 

Xهد
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َ

ِ

� ُ
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In it is guidance for those with Taqwa 

It is actually an instruction book for everyone, but in a way it is for 

those who will pay attention to it. It is for the Muttaqîn (those who 

want to live within the limits of the laws of Allâh �). For such 

people, this book will be a means of guidance, through and through. 

It is for those people who want complete success (Muflihûn).   

 

This is an instruction book which directs us on how to live our lives. 

Since man is the biggest and most sophisticated machine, who 

manufactures other machines, Allâh � sent approximately 124000 

Ambiyâ � (prophets) to guide man. The final Rasul of Allâh �, 

Hadrat Nabî � had finally arrived. Every Nâbi had worked tirelessly 

to teach his people the commands of Allâh �. Nabî � invited his 

people to obey the commands of Allâh � over a period of 23 years. 

Of these 23 years, 13 years were spent in Makkâh Mukarramah, 

during which the Muslims underwent persecution, difficulty and 

hardship. The remaining ten years were spent in teaching the 

Quraan Sharif in Madinah Munawwarah. To teach the complete 

Deen in such a short period of time is undoubtedly a great miracle. 
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Nabî � had fulfilled the responsibility which was entrusted upon 

him to such an extent that when he enquired from Sahâbah �, 

“Have I conveyed the message?”, they replied in one voice,  
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“Most definitely, you have conveyed the message and fulfilled the 

trust, you were a well-wisher for the Ummah, and you had removed 

the difficulties.” 

 

If we ponder a little we will realise that a person cannot graduate as 

an Alim in ten years, starting from Alif-baa.  If an Alim has little 

sincerity, he will admit that he knows nothing. For example, if a 

person writes an examination of Hidâyah or Bukhâri Sharif, then he 

is given a question paper which comprises of five questions. He is 

then given a choice to answer any three questions from the five. 

What percentage of the book is covered in these three questions?  

A small portion! Then one passes the examination by merely 

answering half the questions correctly. So, what were you really 

tested on? What did you really acquire? Nabî � had to teach the 

complete Dîn in such a manner that it had become a basis till the 

Day of Judgement. What a miracle it was? These aspects should be 

realised and appreciated.  

 

So the Quraan Sharif is an instruction book of Allâh �, and Nabî � is 

that engineer who was sent by Allah �, to guide us towards a 

perfect life. The trouble-shooting aspects have been taught to us 

and the solutions have been shown. All the details from childbirth 

till death have been discussed. Many books have been written by 

the Ulemâ pertaining to the various Duâ’s that are to be recited 

daily from the Quraan Sharif. Books have also been written 

discussing the acts to be carried out when a child is born, the 
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manner of upbringing a child and how to educate the child. All this 

knowledge has been extracted from the Quraan Sharîf and the 

hadith of Rasulullâh �. If a person does not regard the Quraan 

Sharif as an instruction book, nor does he learn the teachings of the 

Quraan Sharif, nor has he made the Quraan Sharif the object of his 

life, then what will be the condition of such a person? If your 

instruction book is in another language such as Chinese, and you do 

not know the language, you will look for a Chinese person to 

translate it for you. If we do not understand the Quraan, what effort 

are we making to understand its message? If we are not Ulemâ, 

then we should at least have the desire to understand the Quraan 

Sharif. The bear minimum is that we learn the meaning of a few 

Surahs, so that we understand what is being recited in our Salaah. 

We should know the meaning of the Duâs that we make. These are 

all important matters which deserve attention.  For the insignificant 

things of the world, we want to know all the particulars and details. 

Unfortunately, we have a don’t-care attitude for the various aspects 

pertaining to Din. We do not have time for our Dîn, whereas our life 

in this world, the grave, the Day of Qiyâmah and forever thereafter 

is based on Din. The worldly things only work for a short time yet we 

pay so much of attention to them. 

 

Anyway, this Quran is a great Ni’mat (bounty), it is our guiding book.  

It is a book of mercy and blessings (Barakah). However it is not only 

for Barakah. The main objective is that it is a book of guidance yet 

how often do we take guidance from it? The duty of the Ulema is to 

understand the details of the Quraan Sharîf. However, reading a 

reliable translation is the minimum we can do. How many non-

Muslims had accepted Islam by listening to one verse of the Quraan 

or by looking at a single verse?  
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BLESSINGS OF THE QURAAN 

There are great Anwârât (light) emitting from the Quran Sharif. The 

Nûr of the Quraan sharif is completely different from the Nûr of the 

Hadith Sharif. If a person tries to pass off Ahâdith as verses of the 

Quran Sharîf, he will not succeed. Similarly, if a person tries to make 

his own words and pass them off as hadith, he will not be 

successful. The Anwârât of everything is completely different. We 

will receive mercy, blessings, Anwârât, and guidance from the 

Quraan which is the primary objective of the Quraan Sharif.  

DOWNFALL OF THE MUSLIMS 

Hadrat Sheikul Hind ˛ had mentioned when he had returned 

from Malta (where he had been imprisoned by the British), “I 

contemplated very deeply whilst in prison and I realised that two 

factors have greatly contributed to the downfall of the Muslim and 

the upliftment of the Muslims is in remedying these two things.” 

Great Ulemâ were present at his bayân which was delivered in 

Bombay. All waited in anticipation to hear what the Sheikh was 

going to say. He said, “The downfall of the Muslim Ummah is due to 

our non-attachment to the Quran Sharif.” Today, there is weakness 

as far as recitation of Quran Sharif is concerned. Similarly, Our Imân 

on the Quran Sharîf is weak. For example, we give preference to 

Muslim Personal Law, which is man-made. How many good people 

give preference to Muslim personal law over the laws of the Quraan 

Sharîf?  The Quraan Sharif has given permission for a man to marry 

four wives, whereas you are only allowed one wife according to the 

Muslim Personal Law.  If you want to re-marry then you will have to 

seek permission, else you will be heavily fined. We still do not have 

complete yaqîn (conviction) on the Quraan Sharîf.  
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Regarding business principles, the Quraan openly declares that 

interest is Haram. When I discussed this point on a certain occasion, 

it did not make sense to many people. How can this policy work in 

this time and age? But, this is the policy of Islam. Today, interest has 

been given so many different names. We can never justify it by 

changing its name. No matter what we call it, and try to cover it up, 

interest will remain interest. When Mufti Saeed Palanpuri, the 

Sheikul Hadith of Deoband had come to South Africa, he was asked 

regarding various transactions such as Islamic banking, etc. He 

replied, “Just close that chapter. The entire foundation of banking, 

including Islamic banks, is interest. So don’t even speak to me 

further on the subject.”  The blood flow of any bank is interest. 

Without interest, banks cannot survive. Islam has made interest 

Harâm from the root. It is necessary that we correct our Yaqîn 

(conviction) on the Quraan Karîm as this is the book of Allâh � for 

our guidance. We have to accept the Quraan as it has been 

revealed.  We should not read our interpretations and meanings 

into the Quraan Sharif. Very sadly, this is becoming common. Each 

one has his own view and understanding.  

THE QURAAN IS A CURE FOR ALL SICKNESSES 

Thereafter Allâh Ta’ala states that the Quraan Sharif is, 

 dشفا
ٌ
َ

لما ِ
َ

�

 Fِ 9لصد��
ِ

ُ T

  

“It is a cure for the diseases within the heart.” 

Physical diseases are not as disastrous as spiritual diseases. 

Nowadays, doctors have discovered and accept that all physical 

illnesses are caused due to an emotional condition, which is actually 

a spiritual problem e.g. If you have anger within yourself then this 

causes your blood pressure to rise and your sugar levels to increase. 

Tension and pressure causes your blood levels to rise. In reality, 
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these are spiritual sicknesses. A person who believes in Allâh � and 

has trust on Allâh �, will not be affected even though conditions in 

the world changes. He will say, “My Allâh � is alone, He has no 

partner.” If a person really has Allâh � (in his life) then he will 

attain salvation even though adverse conditions may dawn upon 

him.  Hâjee Imdâdullah Muhajir Makki said,  

�� ��� ��	� 
� �� ����� �� ��	� ��  �� �� ��� �	�� ��  
“There are many people who believe in You, but hardly anyone has 

recognised You with the exception of a few” 

 

Actually, the whole world believes in Allâh � to such an extent that 

even an atheist believes in Allâh �. This was proven when cross-

examined by Allâh � in the Quraan. Can any lawyer cross-examine 

like Allâh �? In various places, Allâh � poses the question, “Who 

created the heavens and earth?” They may say nature or something 

else, but they are forced to believe in the existence of Allâh �. So 

mankind believes in Allâh �, but the need is to recognise Allâh �, 

and thereafter to have a personal contact with Allâh �.  

Unfortunately we are not conscious of Allah � whilst in the Mâsjid, 

nor whilst performing Salaah. Neither are we conscious of Allâh � 

in our Duâ’s. Whilst engaged in Duâ, we are playing with our beards, 

looking around. We see a friend who is also making Duâ so we wink 

at him, smile at him, whereas we were supposed to be connected to 

Allâh �. This clearly indicates that we are not connected to Allâh � 

even though we are engaged in Duâ. We only possess the outward 

form of Duâ (and Ibadah).  

However the outward form also holds value. Hadrat Maulânâ 

Muhammad Umar Saheb Palanpuri ˛ mentioned that the 

outward words also hold value in Dîn. In worldly matters, if 
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someone says the word “bullet” and keeps repeating it whilst a lion 

is advancing towards him, the words will not affect the lion. The 

bullet has to be loaded in a gun, the target has to be correct, and 

everything has to be in order to achieve results. However, by 

reading the word Shaytân in the Quraan Sharif, one acquires 50 

rewards as every letter of the Quraan that is recited is multiplied by 

ten 10 rewards.  If a letter is recited with Wudhu then 25 rewards 

will be earned. If the Quraan Sharif is recited in Salah, the rewards 

increase further. Similar is the reward for the words Hâmân, Qârun, 

Firoun. These words have value when they are recited in the 

Quraan. If a person does not know the Kalimah, but says, “I believe 

as so-and-so believes,” and the other person’s beliefs are correct, 

then this person’s work will be done.  

However, Dîn is not only words, nor is it only wazifa’s and Zikr. The 

meaning (of the words) is also not sufficient.  These things have to 

be in our practical lives. Dîn is not only having knowledge. Many 

non-Muslims have much more knowledge than us. They have 

written so many books, so many dictionaries on the Arabic language 

yet they are Jews and Christians. They do not even possess Imân. 

We are required to have Imân and it must be part of our lives. For 

example, giving a lecture on anger is easy.  When the speaker comes 

out of the Masjid and some-one tells him, “You have spoken a 

whole lot of rubbish,” then observe his reaction. He just spoke 

about anger management, but when he is addressed in a harsh 

manner, then notice his reaction. Where is his anger management?  

Look at our elders, Allâhu Akbâr! Hadrat Maulânâ Madani was 

teaching Bukhari Sharif. A final year student had written a note to 

Mâulâna Mâdni Saheb stating, “You are an illegitimate child.” 

Mâulanâ remained cool and calm. On completion of the lesson 

Mâulâna said, “The witnesses to my parent’s marriage are still alive. 
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This is proof that I am not illegitimate.” A similar incident occurred 

with Hadrat Thanwi ˛ . So this type of reaction is found when one 

has Dîn, and not only the knowledge of Dîn. The knowledge of Dîn 

and Dîn are two separate things. In Arabic, the knowledge of Din is 

termed as “Ilmud-Dîn”. The students of Arabic know that this is an 

Idhâfi tarkeeb (i.e. where-in possession is shown). In this phrase, it 

is clear that the two are not the same. Ilm and Din are two different 

things. In this phrase, the first word (i.e. Ilm) which is termed as the 

Mudhâf is the immediate object, but the actual object is the second 

word (i.e. Din) which is termed as the mudhâf ilayh.  

So the first requirement is knowledge, but the final object is Dîn. 

Knowledge of Din should lead you to Dîn. Din refers to those things 

that should be within a person. To give a lecture on Imân is one 

thing, but to possess Imân is something else. How many of our 

friends continuously say, “Allâh alone is the doer” yet after the 

lecture, they frequent the âmils (i.e. one who attempts curing 

sicknesses using various methodologies such as writing Taweez 

etc.), as they believe that the âmil has the ability to cure. If Allâh � 

alone was the doer, what is the need to frequent an âmil? What is 

the need for all the Taweez when our conviction should be that 

Allâh � alone is the doer? The reality of these things has to come 

into us. 

(Coming back to our discussion), the Quraan is a Shifâ (cure) for the 

diseases of the heart. A person who has been protected from Kufr 

(disbelief), Shirk (polytheism), and has Yaqîn (trust) on Allâh � will 

not be influenced by listening to incidents pertaining to Jâdu. 

Otherwise, a person finds a strange object in his garden and he is 

destroyed. He gets completely affected and starts running after 

âmils etc. If one had placed his trust on Allâh �, then finding 

objects thrown in your garden will have no effect on you.  
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FOLLOWING THE SUNNAH OF RASULULLAH � 

A person must have yaqîn on the Sunnats of Nabî �. 

 

�ما
َ
Jُتاكم َ ُ

َ

�لرسو6 
ُ ُ فخذ�+ �

ُ
ُ ُ َ

�ما 
َ
ْغهاكم َ ُ َ

َ

قنه 
ُ ْ َ

فانتهو� 
ُ َ
َ

  

“What the Rasul brings to you, then take it.” 

 

“Khudoo” means to hold firmly onto those things which the Rasûl 

has brought. This has been further explained in the Hadith,                  

"با�و�جذ عليها عضو�"  “Hold firmly onto it with your molars." Here 

molars are mentioned, not by the front teeth, from which 

something can easily be pulled out. Thus hold firm onto the Sunnah. 

This is how we have to live our lives.  

 

But let us examine our lives. Hadratjî and other elders had attended 

an international Ijtima in South Africa many years ago. The last 

program was in the Newtown Masjid. Maulânâ Saeed Khan Saheb 

˛ had also attended. A person from Newtown invited him for 

breakfast. He was very free (in his socialising) with Maulânâ. 

Maulânâ said, “I will not come.” The person said, “I am inviting you, 

and you are not accepting.” Maulânâ told him, “You are not inviting 

me for breakfast. You are inviting me so that you may derive 

Barakah (blessings) in your house.” The man then said, “This is true, 

I want Barakah.” Maulânâ said, “Barakah will not be derived by my 

presence in your home when your house is completely western-

styled.” The set-up, the furniture, etc. is such that one cannot make 

out that this is a Muslim house, with the exception of a few frames. 

Ayatul-Kursi and Asmâul-Husnâ are hung on top of the TV. Blessed 

things such as the names of Allah � are mixing with filth (i.e. filthy 

programmes on TV), which is the cause of Jâdu (black magic).   
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When we were at school, we were doing an experiment in the 

laboratory. One of the students mixed a wrong chemical. There was 

an explosion and students were injured. When we mix the wrong 

chemicals, then an explosion takes place. When we mix the greatest 

verse of the Quraan (i.e. Ayatul-Kursi) with the filth of the TV, then a 

devastating spiritual explosion will occur. Asmâul-Husnâ is hung 

above the TV whereas naked woman appear on TV. We are 

watching all filthy videos on the TV and we have Asmâul-Husnâ 

hung there. So Maulânâ Saeed Khan Saheb ˛  said to him, “Get 

rid of these things from your house. Then Barakah will come into 

your home, without the presence of any Buzurg.” Thereafter, if a 

Buzurg (pious person) comes, then you will derive further blessings 

in abundance 9نو9 * نو  “There will be light upon light.” So let us 

analyse our lifestyles, our weddings our clothing, the up-bringing of 

our children and the education of our children. Which aspect of 

Islam is in these things?  

 

When a child is born, then from the very beginning, we dress the 

child in the clothing of the Jews and Christians yet nobody takes 

objection. But if a child who is a few days old is made to wear a 

Kurtâ then the grandmother and grandfather will also comment, 

“You are putting on a kurtâ from now”.  However, nobody will ever 

say, “From now you are putting on western clothing or the dress of 

the Christians and Jews.” No one objects! Let a mother put on a 

Topî or scarf for her two-year old child, and listen to the comments 

of people. “From now, you want her to look like an old lady.” 

Therefore we have to correct ourselves. The Quraan is a Shifâ (a 

cure) for the heart. When we have complete Yaqîn, then we will be 

able to adopt the correct lifestyle and we will shun the way of the 

non-believers. We have been severely warned to discard their ways.  

The Quraan Sharif says, 
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“And do not even incline towards those who do wrong (the Kuffar), 

for then the fire of Jahannam shall reach you and you will not have 

any helpers (to save you) against the punishment of Allâh � and 

you will not be assisted by anyone”. 

 

The interpretation normally given by the commentators of “ تر&نو�  ” 

is“Al Maylul Yaseer” which means a slight inclination.(i.e. don’t even 

incline to the ways of the Kuffar slightly). Maulânâ Alî Miah ˛ has 

mentioned that one should not even incline from the heart, let 

alone practicing and promoting their life-style. This is a serious 

matter.  
 

Doctor Hamidullah was a doctor from Hyderabad in India who had 

lived in Paris. He had introduced Islam to Europe at a time when 

there were very few Muslims in the United Kingdom as well. He had 

done great work of Dîn and reverted many people to Islam. Whilst 

in Paris, a young French lady accepted Islam but had passed away 

shortly afterwards. She was buried in a Christian cemetery. He then 

happened to go for Hajj or Umrah.  He attended a Janâzah (burial 

procession) in Madinah Sharif.  In Jannatul-Baqi, the graves are re-

used approximately after a six month period for the next burial. 

However, if the body was found intact, the grave will be closed and 

a signage placed upon it indicating that this grave should not be re-

opened. The remaining bones of those bodies that have 

disintegrated are moved to the side (of the grave), and another 

person is buried there. When a certain grave was opened, then to 

his utter amazement, he saw the girl who had been buried in Paris 

here (in Madinâh) and her body was completely intact. Where is 
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Paris and where is Madinâh Sharif? He was surprised and shocked. 

So with permission from the police, he had her grave in Paris dug up 

and found the body of a learned scholar, who had passed away in 

Madinâh Sharif. His Janâzah Salaah was read in Masjid-un-Nabawi, 

and he was buried in Jannatul-Baqî.  
 

Hadrat Sheikul Hadith, Maulânâ Zakariyya Saheb ˛  said, that our 

place of burial is only the outward (place). What is happening 

beneath is something else altogether which is of utmost 

importance. So, the âlim (learned person’s) body was transferred 

from Madinâh Munawwarah to Paris. He went to the learned 

person’s wife to enquire about the condition of her husband. She 

replied that he was a very religious person, and had done a lot of 

Dînî work. However, In Islam, it is compulsory for the spouses to 

take a bath after cohabiting. The learned person used to say, “In this 

aspect, the Christian religion is better than Islam as it is not 

necessary for them to bath”. So because he liked their way, he was 

transferred to their graveyard (i.e. the graveyard of the Christians).  
 

Many such incidents have occurred. One person said that the sour-

milk of Madinâh Munawwarah is very sour. That night, Rasulullâh � 

reprimanded him in a dream, “If you do not like the sour-cream of 

Madinâh, then go to another place. We do not need you here.” So 

this is a very serious matter. Today we do not have an inclination to 

their way only, but we follow them completely. We promote and 

encourage such lifestyles in our families, which are contrary to 

Islamic teachings.  
 

SPIRITUAL ILLNESSES  
When a person is cured from his spiritual sicknesses, then many 

physical sicknesses will also be cured. Doctors maintain that one’s 

health is controlled by the brain, by one’s mental state. The mental 
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state, the emotions are controlled by the heart. The Quraan Sharif 

gives the cure from the roots. The stronger one’s connection is with 

Allâh �, the stronger  will he be in every aspect. These are the 

things which we have to develop. Today, we as Muslims would like 

to rule the world, but we cannot rule our own body. 

 

 Mufti Taqi Uthmânî Saheb gives a very beautiful example in this 

regard. He says that in Pakistan and other places, many people 

protest, go on marches, demanding that Islamic law must be 

implemented in the country, “Pakistan was formed on the basis of 

Islam, and on the basis of the Kalimah, therefore we want Islamic 

law.” He says that this is good, but first you should bring Islam 

within yourselves. Your body is like a small country. Just as there are 

so many provinces in the country, you have the province of your 

eyes, the province of your tongue, the province of your ears, the 

province of your hands and legs, etc. You are the prime minister and 

president of this body, without any elections, and you are a lifelong 

president. There is no voting and no opposition. Without any 

opposition, you are still unable to bring Islamic law. When Mufti 

Mahmood ˛ was the president of Pakistan for a short while, the 

people insisted that he must implement Islamic law immediately.  

He said that he gives the instructions, but the entire bureaucracy at 

the bottom does not follow instructions. However, you have no 

opposition. You have no bureaucracy. You have full control of your 

eyes, why don’t you bring Islam in the province of your eyes? Why 

don’t you bring Islam in the province of your tongue? If you are a 

lover of Islam, then bring Islam in your own life. We are not 

prepared to do this. How many of us are not punctual on our 

Salaah, yet we force our children to perform Salaah. We receive 

complaints many times. In a way, it is good, but we were supposed 

to set an example. How many wrongs are we involved in? The 
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children notice that we are not performing Fajr Salaah. They see us 

fast asleep yet we reprimand them for not going for Fajr. We will 

have to practice first then the family will follow. 
 

One miracle from amongst the millions of miracles of the Quraan, is 

that if a person reads without understanding, then also the 

teachings of the Quraan Sharif will come into his life. Our old people 

were not learned at all, yet because of recitation of the Quraan, 

they used to say, “My word is my Imân.” When they concluded a 

deal with somebody, then they would stick to their words even 

though they had received a more lucrative offer once the deal was 

done. They were firm on their promises. In-spite of the vast 

knowledge which we possess, we do not have these qualities. The 

object of knowledge is not to find loopholes. Today many of the 

young âlims and âlimahs use their knowledge to find loopholes, so 

that they can soothe themselves. This is not the objective of 

knowledge. Knowledge is to practice upon, to spur you on and 

encourage you to do more work of Dîn, not to find more loopholes. 

A lawyer knows the law, and the loopholes. This does not mean that 

he must get involved in illegal actions, using all the loopholes.  
 

Muslims want to rule the world, but we do not have the ability to do 

so. Where are we going to rule the world? First bring Islam into our 

lives by living according to the Quraan Sharif. Just by reading the 

Quraan Sharif, even without understanding, will bring practice of 

the Quraan Sharif into our lives. Let us ask ourselves, how much of 

Quraan are we reciting in Ramadân and out of Ramadân? The Duâ 

which is read after recitation of Quraan is 

�
َ9�
ْ

�
ُ

ق
ْ

�ْ
ِ

ِالت 
َ

�
َ

ت
َ

ه

ُ

Jن 
َ
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�ل َ
�

لي
ْ

Jن َ� ِل
َ

dآ
َ ��
�

ه
َ

ا9
ِ

  

“And grant me the ability to recite it during the day and during the 

night.” 
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This Duâ actually means grant me the ability to recite all the time. It 

was not long ago that in every Mâsjid, there would be people sitting 

and making Tilâwat of Quraan Sharif. Before and after Fajr Salaah, 

people would read Quraan Sharif. Nowadays, you are very lucky if 

you find one or two people engaged in recitation after Fajr Salaah. If 

the Quraan Sharif is not read in the mâsjids, then how will it be read 

in our homes and in the businesses? My one uncle (May Allâh 

�grant him and all the deceased Jannah!) was not particularly 

pious. However, daily, he used to go half an hour to three quarter 

hour earlier to his shop. Before opening the door for the customers, 

he used to read one Pâra, according to the Islamic date. In this way, 

he used to make a complete Khatam every lunar month. Today the 

Quraan Sharif is not even being recited. Merely reciting the Quraan 

Sharif is not sufficient.  It is very good and it is required, but we 

should try and understand the meaning of the Quraan as well. We 

should then go further and even propagate the teachings of the 

Quraan. 
 

Then the Quraan Sharif is “Hudan” meaning it is guidance, through 

and through. How many of us have full conviction on the Quraan, 

that it gives me complete guidance?  On the other hand, how many 

of us seek guidance from other sources and places? Our Yaqîn 

(conviction) has not yet been built that the Quraan Sharif is not 

hundred per cent but one thousand per cent a book of guidance. 

We have to understand it and we have to learn how to apply it in 

our lives.  

QURAAN IS A MERCY 
Finally, the Quraan Sharif is “rahmah” (a mercy).The word “rahmah” 

has been explained in great detail.Then the words “lil Mumiinin” 

(i.e. for the believers) are mentioned. In the beginning of this verse, 

mankind was addressed and here at the end of the verse, all the 
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believers are being addressed. The Quran is for all, but the believers 

will only take benefit and attain guidance. Our Imân has to be 

correct. Our conviction must be that this book is complete guidance 

for us.  

 

REJOICE FOR BEING THE RECIPIENTS OF THE QURAAN 
If we have acquired all of this and we have reached that stage, then 

Allâh � says,  

قل
ْ ُ

بفضل 
ِ

ْ َ

ِ
ِ�بر�تهِ �هللا  ِ

َ
ْ
َ َ

ِ

فبذلِك 
َ
َ

ِ

َ

فليفرحو� 
ْ
ُ
َ

ْ
َ
ْ َ

هو 
َ
ُ

خ� 
ٌ ْ
َ

مما 
� �

�معو� 
َ ُ َ ْ َ

 

Say, “About the grace of Allah (Islam) and His mercy (the Quraan) 

about this you should rejoice! It is better than what (wealth and 

property) they (the Kuffar) accumulate.” 

 

It is only Allâh �’s Fadhl (grace), not my know-how and sacrifices. It 

is regarding this that we should be showing our happiness. In 

another verse, Allâh � states 

ال
َ

يفر� 
ْ
َ

ْ َ

 ��
�

ِ
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ال 
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�ب 
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ِ

ُ

 jلفرح�
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ِ
ِ

َ
ْ

 

“Don’t be arrogant, verily Allâh� does not like those who are 

arrogant.” 
 

The same word “Farah” is used in both places. In the first verse, 

Allâh � commands us to be happy. This means that we should be 

grateful to Allâh �. When we realise that it is a bounty of Allâh �, 

then we should make Shukr. But today, we hardly take it as a 

bounty. We hardly got time to touch the Quraan, read the Quraan, 

learn a verse of the Quraan, forget a Surah. So, how will we enjoy it 

and celebrate for all the great things found in the Quraan Sharif? 

Whenever Hadrat Umar �used to make Khatam of Quraan, he used 

to slaughter a camel and distribute its meat. This Khatam would not 

only be completed once a month. He used to make Khatam in a 

much shorter span of time. Today, we make Khatam, yet it is not 
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regarded as a special occasion. We hardly even make Dua’s properly 

after a Khatam. As soon as we finish one Khatam we commence the 

next. This is for those who make khatam and are regarded as pious. 

So this is an occasion which we must appreciate as this is a bounty. 

Then Allâh � states 

هو
َ
ُ

خ� 
ٌ ْ
َ

مما 
� �

�معو� 
َ ُ َ ْ َ

 

“It is better than all that which they gather.” 

The Quraan Sharif is a greater bounty than all the material things 

which people can gather. May Allâh � instil the value of the Quraan 

in our hearts! Let us be particular with our Tilâwat. Let us make a 

pledge with Allâh � whilst sitting in the Masjid that we will hold 

firmly onto the rope of Allâh � (the Quraan) by reciting it daily, and 

we will try to the best of our ability to fulfil all its rights.  

Let us now discuss some of the rights of the Quraan Sharif upon us. 

Each one of us, including myself, should check ourselves, and give 

ourselves marks on each point out of ten and see where we stand. 
 

RIGHTS OF THE QURAAN 
 

The first right of the Quraan Sharif is Imân bil Quraan (i.e. We must 

believe in the Quraan Sharif). We must believe it to be 6م�
ّ
َ ُ

�لسماd من   

(i.e. it has come from Allâh �), it is the absolute, final, and there is 

no other law besides the laws of the Quraan. It is the absolute law. 

Preference should not be given to anything else. One should believe 

in the Quraan in its entirety. Alhamdulillâh, all Muslims believe that 

this book is the book of Allâh � which contain the laws of Allâh � 

which was revealed to Nabî �. When looking at it from this angel, it 

is not difficult to believe (in the Quraan).  

 

However, when we analyse it a little deeper, then our condition will 

become apparent. Let’s take a look at certain verses such as the 
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verses of Pardah (Hijâb). We all know that it is the command of 

Allâh �. How many people in their great ignorance say that Pardah 

is an Urdu word, the letter پ (Paa) is not found in the Arabic 

language. So, where is Pardah mentioned in the Quraan Sharif? 

What ignorance do people display, yet they think they are 

knowledgeable. In Surah Nûr, the laws of Purdâh are discussed in 

great detail.  Many people still feel that these laws are not practical. 

Not practising is one thing, but to change a law is very dangerous. 

They try to justify themselves by saying that you cannot progress 

economically if women remain at home, and  they are not out in the 

businesses and market places. How many so-called good Muslims 

propagate this idea?  So, where is our Imân on the verses of 

Pardah.Once we were in Jamâ’at in Gujrat and there were about 

forty Arabs with us. Sometimes, knowing Arabic becomes a Hijâb 

(veil) for some people, just as knowledge is also a veil for many 

people from reaching Allâh �.   

 

IMPORTANCE OF THE ARABIC LANGUAGE 
 

Many people feel that to be proficient in speaking Arabic is 

important. In our Madâris, it was never the object of our akâbir 

(elders), our aslâf to be proficient in speaking Arabic. They were 

proficient and experts in the different aspects of the language like 

Nahw (grammar), sarf (morphology), adab (Arabic literature), lughat 

(vocabulary), etc. They possessed great command over these 

aspects. Their purpose of learning Arabic was to understand Quraan 

Sharîf and Hadith Sharif properly, and this can only be done if our 

Arabic (i.e. nahw, sarf, lughat, etc. is solid). The true enjoyment of 

the Quraan Sharif will only be attained when all these matters are 

known well (for example, there is hasr (restriction) in some places 

like when the maf’ûl is brought forward and exclusivity is shown). 
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When a person understands these finer points, then he gets 

complete enjoyment. This was their object of studying Arabic, and 

not to speak Arabic.  

 

Not very long ago, a student came to me and said that we must 

teach Arabic in the Madrassah. So I asked him that if we are not 

teaching Arabic from فعل (the first lesson of morphology) till the last 

hadith of Bukhari Sharif, then what are we doing? What he actually 

meant was that the students must be able to speak Arabic fluently. 

We had personally seen students who studied with us and became 

fluent in speaking Arabic. Then they got jobs in embassies of the 

Arab countries, and in massive oil companies. The result of this was 

that they had to order liquor for these people during their 

conferences and meetings. They had to arrange women for these 

men. So, is this the reason why we want to learn Arabic? Today, 

with the work of Da’wat and Tabligh, there is a slightly different 

scenario when working with the Arabs, etc. This Arabic is not 

difficult to acquire. Just spend four months or forty days with an 

Arab Jamaat. If you have studied Arabic, then by practicing a little 

one will be able to speak Arabic. This is similar to the people in India 

and Pakistan who had learnt English. There is no environment of 

speaking English, yet grammatically their English is much better 

than ours. We just take our language for granted. They learn English 

with grammar and the proper usage of words. However, they do not 

get an opportunity to speak English. So, whenever they get an 

opportunity, they speak much better English than us. Likewise, 

many Arabs in Makkah Sharif and Madinah Sharif get quite shocked 

when we speak Arabic there. We speak the pure, classical Arabic, 

whereas they speak the street Arabic. They are amazed because we 

have learnt our Arabic according to Arabic grammar, and not by just 

speaking. So, if a person really wants to speak Arabic, he can go in 
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jamaat for forty days or four months and he will pick up the 

language very easily. Also, in every language, there are different 

shades to it. For example, from a religious circle, the Urdu which we 

propagate is the Urdu of Fadhail-e- A’mâl and Behishti Zewar. The 

Urdu which is currently spoken in India and Pakistan, consist of so 

many English words that almost every second word is an English 

word. In India, many Hindi words are used in the Urdu language. So, 

the Arabic that is beneficial to us is not the Arabic which is spoken 

by the Arabs as (their Arabic) is influenced by the west.  The Arabic 

of Quraan Shareef and the Arabic of Hadith Shareef will have a good 

effect on a person  Ibn Qayyim ˛ has written that . بينا تاث�� للغة ��

language definitely has an effect on a person’s character, religion 

and way of thinking. If we have the Arabic of Quraan and Ahadith 

then this is meritorious, but if we have the modern day Arabic then 

it will subject us to the west. 
  

MAINTAINING ONE’S MOTHER TONGUE 
One Hindu political activist who was initially a scientist had 

delivered a paper on science in Holland in the English language. The 

people that were responsible for conducting the seminar asked, 

“What is your mother tongue?”  He replied that his mother tongue 

is Hindi. He was then asked, “Why didn’t you present your paper in 

the Hindi language?” He said, “Who understands Hindi here?” So he 

was asked, “Who spoke before you?” He said, “It was a French 

person.” He was asked, “In which language did the French person 

speak?” He replied, “In the French language.” Then he was asked 

“Who spoke before the French person?” He replied, “A Japanese 

person.” Again he was asked, “In which language did the Japanese 

person speak?” He replied, “In the Japanese language.”  He was 

then told, “We have all the facilities available to translate the 
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various languages.” He was also told, “You will never progress in life 

unless you speak your own language.”  
 

Our Deeni language is Arabic but not our home language. If a person 

is a Gujerati then his home language is Gujerati. If a person is from 

Bangladesh then the Bangali language will be his home language. A 

person will not be able to express himself fully except in his home 

language. Today, we are aware of India’s worldly advancements 

which has not commenced today. The medical universities in the 

Gujerat area no longer have English as their medium of speech. 

They communicate in Gujerati. One will only progress if he speaks 

the language of his area as this is when a person can express his 

thoughts and inner feelings. When a person cannot express his 

hearts feeling he will say, “I don’t know what to say!” If he is 

speaking a language that is foreign to his mother tongue, then 

expressing one’s feeling becomes difficult.  
 

When I was spending my one year in Jamaat, we were at Musjid-e-

Noor which was the Markaz in Madinah Shareef, prior to the 

government banning the work of Tabligh.  Behind Musjid-e- Noor 

were two rooms in which the elders (of Jamaat) use to stay and 

have their Mashwera (consultations). In Saudi Arabia, the Asr Salaah 

is performed early therefore there is a lot of time between the Asr 

and Maghrib Salaah. Every second year the elders of Tabligh use to 

come to Makkah Shareef and Madinah Shareef, and have their 

Mashwera. The elders of Tableegh were once having a Mashwera in 

the rooms that were located behind Masjid-e- Noor in Madinah 

Shareef. Whilst the Mashwera was in progress, Hazrat Moulana 

Saeed Khan Saheb ˛ was informed that his grandchildren had 

climbed up a tree that was located closeby. Hazrat Moulana Saeed 

Khan Saheb ˛ was still very fit and agile, thus he personally 

climbed up the tree to bring the grandchildren down. Whilst 
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climbing the tree Hazrat was talking to his grandchildren in Arabic in 

order to calm them down. He finally managed bringing the children 

down safely. Bhai Abdul Wahhab Saheb of Raiwind who was also 

present for the Mashwera told Hazrat Moulana Saeed Khan Saheb 

˛  that if you are going to speak to these children in Arabic, then 

how will the mizâj (temperament) of Tabligh come into them? The 

temperament of Tabligh will only come into them if the Urdu 

language is spoken. Bhai Abdul Wahhab Saheb ˛ also mentioned 

that you should speak to your children in the Urdu language at 

home in Saudi Arabia and they may speak the Arabic language in 

public. Hajee Bhai Padia ˛ (who was the Amir of Tabligh in South 

Africa) use to impose a fine of five cents on those children (of the 

house) who used to speak in the English language. The money 

(accumulated) was then given to the kids as spending money. So, it 

is of utmost importance to speak our home language.  
 

(Coming back to the point from where we had digressed), there 

were 40 Arab brothers in Jamaat and the Amir of France who was of 

Algerian origin who was from Marseilles was also present. We had 

become familiar with each other so he had mentioned to me that 

the manner in which you Indian people have understood Pardah is 

wrong. He said, “Pardah does not mean that men and women 

should be completely separated from each other. If Pardah meant 

complete separation, then there will be no fun in any social 

gathering such as Eid’s day or when there is a wedding as the men 

and women are all separated. The enjoyment is when men and 

women are all together (In a mixed gathering). There is no doubt 

that there is enjoyment for the Nafs in mixed gatherings. Thereafter 

to prove his point he recited a verse of the holy Quraan   , 

ليس
َ ْ
َ

ْعليكم  ُ
ْ
َ
َ

جنا� 
ٌ َ ُ

 �E
َ

تأكلو� 
ُ ُ
ْ

َ

ِ¢يعا 
ً َ

 �E
ْ

َ

Eشتاتا 
ً َ ْ
َ

 

“There is no harm if you eat collectively or individually.” 
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 As long as a person does not know the Shâne- Nuzool (the incident 

or affair due to which the verse was revealed) he will not 

understand the true meaning. I was also shocked. The next day we 

went to a Darul-uloom in Khuntâria so I immediately proceeded to 

the library and took Jalalain Sharif (commentary of the Quraan-e-

Karim) and looked up the commentary of the verse (which the Amir 

had quoted). The Tafseer was that all the ambiya �, sahaaba � 

and the awliya (friends of Allah �) never ate alone.  Hazrat Ibrahim 

� never ate a meal alone. On one occasion he called a fire 

worshipper to have a meal with him and when they sat down to eat 

he told the fire worshipper to recite Bismillah and eat. The fire 

worshipper stood up and said, “You want to purchase my religion in 

lieu of a plate of food. I do not eat in the name of Allah, I eat in the 

name of my god which is the fire.”  Ibrâhim � told him, “If you eat 

in the name of the fire, then leave!” Thus the fire worshipper left 

the gathering.  Allah � then sent down wahî (divine revelation) to 

Ibrahim �, “I have been feeding this person for his entire life even 

though he eats in the name of the fire, yet you were not prepared 

to give him a single meal. Go and please him, O Ibrahim and bring 

him back.” Ibrahim � went to him and told him, “You may eat 

taking the name of whosoever you desire.”  Allah � then placed the 

desire of Islam into his heart and he accepted Islam.  
 

Nevertheless, Sahâbah � were also very hospitable to such an 

extent that they would not eat until they had a guest to share their 

meal with. When a certain sahaabi did not find a guest to share his 

meal with, he remained hungry. On this occasion Allah � revealed 

this verse, “There is no harm if you eat collectively (with your guest) 

or individually.” So here collectively refers to eating collectively with 

the guest and not with women, therefore just knowing the Arabic 

language is not sufficient. 
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 Once I was in Saudi Arabia and the taxi driver was playing music in 

the vehicle so I told him to switch off the music. He understood 

what I meant, but he recited the verse, 

 

�ال
َ

تنس َ

َ َ

نصي 
ْ

ِ

َ

بك
َ َ

من 
َ

�pغيا ِ
َ
ْ
T

 

 He meant, “Don’t forget your share of enjoyment in the world” 

(which is the incorrect explanation of the verse), so just knowing the 

Arabic language is not sufficient. 

 

PARDAH IN SHARIAH 
 

Nevertheless, a person should believe in every âyat (verse) of the 

Quraan-e-Kareem. If one cannot observe Pardah then it’s one’s own 

weakness due to which Pardah is not observed, therefore 

forgiveness should be sought.  One must know that Pardah has 

been made compulsory from the side of Allah �. My îmân and 

yaqeen (belief and conviction) should be that Pardah is Farz 

(compulsory) in Deen as ordained by Allah Ta’ala. The correct 

manner of observing Pardah is by covering the entire body with the 

exception of the palms and feet (which can be exposed). Pardah 

does not mean that a woman is permitted to wear a tight fitting 

cloak with fancy bead work and embroidery which draws so much 

of attention.  

 

Similarly, leaving the eyes open is not complete Pardah. The eyes 

should also be covered as the centre of attraction is the face. A 

beautiful explanation given by the Ulema is that Pardah is to 

conceal the beauty of the woman and the height of the beauty is in 

the face, and in the face contact is made with the eyes, so the 

command is that the eyes should also be covered as well. If the eyes 

are not covered then one will not be regarded to be practicing upon 
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complete hijâb. Many people, including certain Ulema, try to prove 

that the face is not Hijâb (does not have to be covered).  An old lady 

has been permitted to leave her face uncovered but the rest of the 

body has to remain covered. The old lady who has been granted this 

concession has to be so old that there is no hope of her re-marrying. 
 

��لقو�عد
ُ

ِ

َ
َ
ْ

من َ
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ْ َ َ
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� ُ َ َ

َل� ِ
ْ
َ
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ٍ
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ٍبزينة 
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ِ ِ
 

“There is no sin on those women who are sitting (at home because 

of old age) and have lost all hope of marriage if they remove their 

clothing on condition that they do not expose their charms (thereby 

attracting men).” 

In this verse “remove their clothing” refers to the covering of the 

face. Nevertheless, one has to bring Imân on every Aayat (verse) of 

the Quraan Sharif. 
 

INHERITANCE 
 

 People are also very negligent regarding the laws of inheritance. 

We request distribution of the estate according to Islamic law when 

it suits us, but if we receiving a larger share, if distribution is done 

according to the law of the country, then we demand that 

distribution must be done according to the law of the country and 

the laws of Shariah are totally overthrown. Unfortunately, many 

good families which consist of Ulema, Mashaaikh and pious people 

tend to become weak in these matters. Our îmân should be such 

that we fully accept that the laws and shares pertaining to 

inheritance have been stipulated from the side of Almighty Allah. An 

Islamic will should have records of qadhâ salaah or fast (that are 

outstanding) or money which you are owing people, or the amânat 

(trust) of people in your possession, or your amânat which is kept by 
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certain people or the loans which you had given out. Over and 

above this, advices are also given in an Islamic will, but the most 

important aspect is that all financial matters must always be 

recorded as one is totally unaware of the time of death. 
 

Another aspect pertains to interest. A continuous effort is been 

made to legalise the various forms of interest in Shariah by labelling 

it as commission or insurance etc. We should have complete îmân 

on the Quraan Sharif that interest is Harâm and if one cannot 

practice then one should admit that it is due to one’s weakness, 

therefore should seek forgiveness. 
 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 
 

Another aspect is regarding capital punishment. Many Muslims 

adopt an apologetic approach for capital punishment. Stoning one 

to death is a law of the Quraan Sharif and we should not be afraid of 

it. Cutting of the hands is a law of Islam and the Quraan Sharif. We 

should fully abide by the laws of the Quraan and not shy away from 

these laws. The Quraan Sharif is a book that will remain till the day 

of Qiyâmah, so the laws of the Quraan will also remain till the day of 

Qiyamâh. We cannot change any law of the Quraan because we are 

now living in the 21
st

 century or the Quraan must adapt to the 

present way of living. We cannot say that the world and science has 

made tremendous progress, therefore the Quraan must be in 

accordance to these advancements. If a person has bought a pair of 

shoes which do not fit him as it is a smaller size then one will not cut 

his toes so that he can wear the shoes. Similarly, we cannot chop 

and change Islam to fit us, we must fit into Islam. Islam is our Deen 

and it is our belief that it will remain till the day of Qiyâmah and for 

mankind. We will confess that we have îmaan on the Quraan 

Shareef but if we take each âyat and each law of the Quraan Sharif, 

will we be able to justify ourselves?  
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Many Ulema try to make the verses of the Quraan adapt to the 

current times. We support such Ulema, so is this Imaan on the 

Quraan Sharif? We believe in the Quraan Sharif as the Kitâb that is 

“Munazzal minas Samaa” (revealed from the heavens) which is the 

final word of Allah Ta’ala and there are no changes in the word of 

Allah Ta’ala. The Jews and the Christians were guilty of changing the 

words and the meaning of their scriptures as Allah Ta’ala did not 

take the responsibility to protect the previous scriptures. Allah 

Ta’ala has taken the responsibility to protect the Quraan, therefore 

there will be a substantial group of people who will remain firm on 

the Quraan Sharif.  
 

When there is a group of people or Ulema following the Quraan 

Sharif as the Quraan Sharif was revealed and then another group of 

people or Ulema appear who may be termed as modernist and they 

take a new meaning of the verses of the Quraan, then naturally 

there will be friction or difference, but the Ulema that held onto the 

original meaning of the Quraan get blamed, yet the modernist 

group are responsible for the difference. The public will blame the 

Ulema, but they should ensure that they hold onto the original 

meaning of Quraan as the view of the modernist suits the public.  
 

ULEMA WILL ALWAYS HOLD ONTO THE TRUTH 
In the Quraan Sharif, Allah Ta’ala says there will always be a group 

who will not fear the criticism of those who criticise. There will 

always be a group of Ulema who will remain firm, stick to the truth 

and they will be ready to sacrifice their lives and honour as well. 

These Ulema will never keep silent to the changes made to the 

Quraan Sharif. Some people feel that they should keep silent and 

keep the peace. From amongst the great Ulema that never kept 

silent from preaching the truth was Imâm Ahmad ibn Hambal ˛. 

During his era there was a difference of opinion whether the 
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Quraan is Makhlooq (created) or is it Qadeem (an attribute of Allah 

Ta’ala)? Imâm Ahmad ˛ was of the opinion that the Quraan was 

Qadeem and he had to undergo great persecutions and torture for 

maintaining such a belief. When Imâm Ahmad ˛ was asked, “How 

did you manage going through these difficulties”? he replied, 

“When I was sent to prison then I met a criminal who was also 

serving his sentence. He said, “O Imâm I’m on the wrong path, but 

yet I persevere on the wrong even though I’m tortured and lashed, 

therefore take a lesson from me. You are on truth therefore you 

should remain steadfast on the truth.” Imâm Ahmad ˛ has 

mentioned that he had taken such inspiration from the prisoner 

that he never felt the pain when he used to be persecuted.  
 

So, the first right of the Quraan Sharif is to bring Imân on the 

Quraan Sharif. The Quraan Sharif is thirty Paras (chapters) and not 

forty Paras as the Shia’s believe and neither the new Kuwaiti Quraan 

which the Americans have distributed in Kuwait. The Quraan Sharif 

is such a Kitâb which will never be changed by anyone. When the 

British had come to India, they wanted to change the religion of the 

people. In order to achieve their goal, they had purchased all the 

Quraans that were available on the market. An Alim had seen a 

missionary purchasing the Quraans so he asked him the reason for 

doing so. The missionary replied, “We want to remove the Quraan.” 

The Alim brought an eight year old youngster who had committed 

the Quraan Sharif to memory and told the priest to test the young 

boy who was an excellent Hafiz of the Quraan Sharif. The Alim then 

said to the missionary, “What will you do with this young boy who 

has committed the Quraan Sharif to memory”? There are thousands 

of such young boys who are Huffaz. Generally we say that the Hafiz 

protects the Quraan Shareef. Hazrat Moulana Abul Hassan Ali Nadwi 

˛ used to say that when a young boy was brought to the Haram 

of Makkah and people said, 
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“Nay, in fact the Quraan protects him”. 

 So, one should bring Imaan on the Quraan and every portion of the 

Quraan. If we are not acting in accordance to the Quraan then we 

should accept our weakness, sincerely repent and make an effort in 

this direction (that we accept every portion of the Quraan). 

 

LOVE FOR THE QURAAN 
 

The second right of the Quraan Sharif is Muhabbat-e-Quraan (love 

for the Quraan Sharif). Let us examine ourselves; do we find love for 

the Quraan Sharif (which is such a great Kitâb) in our hearts? How 

many Ahadith explain the greatness of the Quraan? (Just to digress 

a little), many people feel that Deen is in Bukhari Shareef. Some 

beautiful answers have been given to this claim. If Deen is in Bukhari 

Shareef, then Deen was non-existent prior to Bukhari Shareef 

whereas Bukhari Shareef came into existence approximately two 

hundred years after the demise of Nabi �. The next question is, ‘Is 

Bukhari Shareef the only Saheeh (authentic) book of hadith? Is there 

no other book of hadith?’ Nowadays people are forced to believe 

that Deen is only in Bukhari Shareef. A beautiful example to 

understand this point, there is a beautiful garden filled with roses. A 

person takes some roses and makes a bouquet in a vase. This 

person has only brought some roses whereas the garden is still filled 

with many more roses which are also very beautiful.(Coming back to 

the topic), one should have love for the Quraan Sharif.The 

youngsters love reading novels nowadays, and they are so attached 

to their novels that they will read their novels at every available 
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opportunity. However, the mother is unhappy that her son is 

reading his novel all the time, so the youngster will secretly keep 

reading in his bedroom. When he hears his mother approaching the 

room, the youngster will hide the novel under his bed. This is not 

the manner in which we deal with the Quraan Sharif. We love the 

Quraan Sharif, yet we also show respect and honour to the Quraan 

Sharif. Every person knows about love.  
 

Our Sheik (Daamat barakaatuhu) has beautifully explained that 

“Lughat Karti he lafz ki ma’ani, Muhabbat kehti he dil ki kahaani” 

Translation:-“Language tells you the meaning of words”. (By using a 

dictionary one understands the meaning of a word) but love tells 

you the story of the heart.” It is very difficult to explain the love in 

one’s heart. When a person expresses his love to his beloved he 

says, “I love you like this”. He uses the word “like” which means that 

actual love cannot be explained. Language is inadequate to explain 

love (the emotions and feelings of a person). When a person has 

pain and goes to a doctor, the doctor asks him to describe the pain. 

The patient cannot give the exact description of the pain (as 

language is inadequate to explain even though one is quite 

proficient in the language). Similarly, each person knows what love 

is, yet it cannot be explained. So each person should check his heart, 

does he have love of the Quraan? We become Hafiz, Qâri’s and 

Mufassir (commentators of the Quraan), but is the love of Quraan in 

our hearts?  

 

The love of the Quraan Sharif has to be developed. This is the 

department which is called Tasawwuf and we should endeavour in 

this field and develop these things within us. The desire to recite 

Quraan Sharif excessively must be in one. There was a Hafiz of the 

Quraan Sharif who use to recite so excessively that he use to recite 

in the toilet as well, therefore he had to get a fatwa (whether its 
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permissible or not). Habit and love are two separate things. To 

understand this point, there is a mas’ala in Tasawwuf which is called 

tasawwur-e-sheikh (to think of one’s sheikh which is a source of 

great goodness). By doing so, one spiritually progresses. So a 

question arises, is this practice shirk (polytheism) or not, as a person 

is supposed to think of Allah? Hazrat Moulana Thanwi ˛ says that 

the question of shirk arises when one thinks of his Sheikh voluntarily 

in Salaah or whilst making Zikrullah. However, if it is involuntarily, 

then there is no question of shirk. Similarly the love of Quraan Sharif 

and the desire to recite Quraan Sharif must be involuntarily. 

Nowadays, we fix the amount of Para’s which we intend reciting and 

that is also the practice of a few people. How many people don’t 

even touch the Quraan Sharif or recite one page of the Quraan 

Sharif? The demand of love is that one becomes intense in his love. 

He desires to go into the detail of the Quraan Sharif, recite the 

Quraan Sharif correctly and know the meaning of the Quraan Sharif. 

One should take stock of oneself by giving marks to oneself out of 

ten and then check our results (as to how much Imân do we have on 

the Quraan Sharif). We should be prepared to give our lives for the 

Quraan Sharif and the teachings of the Quraan Sharif. The second 

aspect is Muhabbat of the Quraan Sharif (love of the Quraan Sharif) 

and together with the Muhabbat of the Quraan Sharif is Azmat of 

the Quraan Sharif. Once again, we should take stock of ourselves 

and give marks to ourselves out of ten as to how much of love do 

we have for the Quraan Sharif. 
 

RESPECT FOR THE QURAAN SHARIF 
 

Regarding the Azmat (respect and honour) of the Quraan Sharif, we 

will discuss a few points which we had learnt from our akâbireen 

(elders). Moulana Abrar-ul-Haq Saheb ˛ used to say that when a 

child is born he does not have any clothing on his body, but the 
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parents clothe the child. Similarly the Quraan should not be kept un-

clothed, but it should be covered as this is an honourable kitâb. We 

cover our body with clothes and we live in a house.  

Similarly it is the right of the Quraan Sharif that it is kept in a Juzdân 

(pouch). This also regarded as the Azmat of the Quraan Sharif. The 

clothing that was put onto a child is regularly changed and washed. 

Similarly the covering of the Quraan Sharif must be regularly 

removed and washed. The water that was used for washing the 

cover of the Quraan Sharif should not be thrown into the drains in 

which sewerage and other impurities flow. The water of the Quraan 

Sharif should be kept separately, but who will take the trouble to do 

this? We don’t cover the Quraan Sharif, neither do we place the 

Quraan Sharif in a Juzdân. If we do cover the Quraan Sharif then we 

don’t ever consider washing the cover. The water that was utilised 

for washing the cover of the Quraan Shareef is indeed very blessed 

as the cover of the Quraan Sharif was touching the Quraan sharif. 

This water should be sprinkled onto the walls of the house or 

thrown into the garden or onto the flowers etc. but it should not be 

poured into the drains which carry impurities.  

 

Hadrat Maulânâ Abrarul-Haq Saheb ˛ used to say that the 

Quraan Sharif must be kept on a Rahel (a type of desk that is 

specifically designed for keeping the Quraan Sharif in whilst 

reciting). This desk is very commonly found in the Haramain 

Sharifain. Keeping the Quraan Sharif in such a desk is also regarded 

as honouring the Quraan Sharif. Hadrat Maulânâ used to say, “No 

person is allowed to sit on the throne of the king and the king is not 

allowed to sit on an ordinary chair.” Similarly the throne of the 

Quraan Sharif is the Rahel, so another kitâb should not be kept on 

the Rahel and the Rahel should not be placed somewhere else. The 

respect of the Quraan Sharif is very important. May Almighty 
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Allah� grant Jazâ’e Khair (best of rewards) to Moulana Rafiq and 

his friends who took the trouble of covering all the Quraan Sharif (in 

the Darul Uloom). We had made a Tashkeel at that time for people 

to go from Masjid to Masjid and check the condition of the Quraan 

Sharifs.  

 

There are places where there are torn Quraans and no one cares 

about it. The Quraan Sharifs are not placed neatly on the shelves 

whereas the Quraans should be placed neatly on the shelves. When 

using a Quraan in the Masjid we should always place the Quraan 

Sharif in its respective place after use. Alhamdulillah, to a great 

extent this is now coming alive. During the seventies in Makkah 

Sharif and Madinah Sharif, there used to be a lot of torn copies of 

the Quraan Sharif and the Quraan Sharif were not kept properly in 

an orderly manner on a shelf. There is a great change nowadays. 

Great amount of respect is been shown to the Quraan Sharif. Allah 

� will respect the person who shows respect to the Quraan Sharif. 

 

 A drunken person had once seen a piece of paper lying on the floor 

which had Bismillah written on it. He picked it up, cleansed it, 

applied itr (perfume) to it and placed it on a high place. Allah � 

granted great respect and honour to him for showing respect to His 

name and changed his life. The Azmat (honour) of Quraan Sharif is 

very important. How much do we respect copies of our own Quraan 

Sharif? Give marks to ourselves! Once we were in Jamât in Turkey. 

We were travelling by train and it was Ramdân Sharif, so one of our 

sâthis (companions) was reciting Quraan Sharif. He then placed the 

Quraan Sharif in a bag and placed the bag under the seat. A Turkish 

lady who was un-islamically dressed with a short dress and open 

hair etc. was uneasy and could not rest until this person did not take 

out the Quraan Sharif from under the seat. She said, “It is 
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impossible for you to place the Quraan Sharif under the seat,” even 

though her condition was otherwise 
 

The mas’ala (ruling) of the Quraan Sharif will change if the Quraan 

Sharif is placed in a bag. It will become permissible to place the 

Quraan Sharif under the seat. To understand this, an example is 

given, if a person is living in a twenty or thirty story building and his 

house is on the twenty first floor, and there is a toilet on the twenty 

second floor. The Quraan Sharif is kept on the twenty-first floor but 

it is quiet in order.   

Qâdhi Mujahidul Islam of Bihâr had a single strand of hair on his 

face. His beard had never grown till he had passed away. Once 

Qâdhi Saheb went to a certain place where there was a clean 

shaven person who had dislike for Qâdhi Saheb. Qâdhi Saheb 

immediately sensed the dislike this person had for him so he called 

for him. Qâdhi Saheb said, “I feel that you dislike me”. The person 

replied in the affirmative. Qâdhi Saheb said, “I think that you dislike 

me because I do not have a beard, yet I’m a great Qâdhi”. The 

person replied in the affirmative. Qâdhi Saheb told the person to 

rub his hand on his cheek and then explained to him that hair had 

never grown on my face, which is why he never had a beard.  He 

had never shaven his beard. Thereafter Qâdhi Saheb embraced him 

and said, “I admire the Jazbah (enthusiasm) that you have.” You 

could not accept the fact that an Alim does not have a beard, even 

though you do not have a beard.  

 

Nowadays, there are many people dressed in suit and tie, but if the 

Maulânâ does not live up to his standard then there is a big 

problem, and if this person is a Mutawalli then the Maulânâ will be 

fired even though his own dressing is un- Islamic. This is a good sign 

as this shows that our criterion is still in order even though we do 
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not practice ourselves. Similarly the Turkish lady could not accept 

the Quraan Sharif being placed under the seat even though she was 

not a practicing Muslim. The Azmat of the Quraan Sharif is a great 

thing. Every person should examine himself and check whether the 

love of Quraan Sharif is in the heart or not?  The situation on the 

day of Qiyamah has been explained in the following verse, 
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(On the day of Qiyamah every person will be given his book of deeds 

and it will be said to him), “Read your book”. Today, you are enough 

(quite capable) to take stock of yourself.) 

When a person gets a love letter, how much does he not cherish it? 

A person cannot manage without his cellular phone. He is absolutely 

restless if he cannot locate his phone or any other goods that have 

been misplaced. This is the fervour and love that one should have 

for the Quraan Sharif. What is love? When I had taken Bay’at 

(pledge allegiance) to Hadrat Hakim Saheb (daamat barakaatuhu), 

then Hadrat explained that first the seed of love is placed into one. 

If one merely says, “I love you” then this is the seed of love, even 

though one is not true in his love. After planting the seed, the tree 

will grow after a long duration of time. If one does not really have 

the love of Quraan Sharif in one’s heart but he holds the Quraan 

Sharif and says that I love the Quraan Sharif, then the seed of love 

will be planted. Once the seed is planted it will grow until eventually 

the true love of Quraan Sharif will enter one’s heart and we will love 

the Quraan Sharif as we love our families and material things.  

From amongst the signs of love is to think of one’s beloved. For 

example, when a person left home in the morning his child has flu, 

or the child had fallen down and had a knock on the head. The 

father hasn’t travelled far from home, yet he will call home to find 
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out the condition of the child. This concern is because of the love 

that the father has for his child. Do we possess the similar type of 

feeling for the Quraan Sharif? One should have a similar type of love 

for the Quraan Sharif and this love should be coupled with Azmat 

(honour) for the Quraan Sharif as the Quraan Sharif is a very great 

Kitâb. The example of Azmat is like one that has a liking for a friend. 

One does not say that I love my friend. He says, “I like my friend” 

and one is very free with his friend and speaks to his friend anyhow. 

Another example is of brothers and sisters during childhood who 

talk to each other and fight amongst themselves. A person has love 

for his mother but he is still a bit harsh in conversation with his 

mother. This is also the system of Almighty Allah. Very seldom we 

will find children having fear for their mother. When kids cannot ask 

for something from their father then the mother is sent forward to 

make a request to the father. However, the child’s relationship with 

the father is of a different nature. The mother tolerates the child 

irrespective of the manner the child addresses the mother, but this 

is not the case with the father. The child shows respect to the 

father. Similarly, our relationship with the Quraan Sharif is one of 

respect. 

LEARNING THE QURAAN SHARIF 

The next right of the Quraan Sharif is Ta’allum-e-Quraan (to learn 

the Quraan Sharif). There are many stages in the learning of the 

Quraan Sharif. First and foremost, one should learn Nâzirah (learn 

to recite the Quraan Sharif looking into the Quraan Sharif starting 

with the recognition of the Arabic alphabets and the correct 

pronunciations etc.). Once the stage of Nâzirah has been passed, 

one starts memorising the Quraan Sharif which is called Hifz. The 

basic of Hifz is to memorise Surah Fâteha and a minimum of the last 
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ten Surahs of the Quraan Sharif. The Hifz can further be increased to 

Surah Nabâ (which is the first Surah of the 30
th

 para). One should 

also make an effort to memorise Surah Mulk (1
st

 Surah of the 29
th

 

para), Surah Waaqiah (27
th

 Para), Surah Alif Lâm Meem Sajda (21
st
 

Para) and Surah Kahf (15
th

 Para). Thereafter an effort should be 

made to become a Hafiz of the entire Quraan Sharif and one’s 

concern should be of becoming a good Hafiz of the Quraan Sharif. 

There is no end in gaining expertise in one’s Hifz. Even though one 

becomes an excellent Hafiz, there is always a higher level to reach 

as this is the Kalâm (speech) of Allah �. 

We found many Moroccans living in Belgium whilst we were in 

Jamât. In certain Masjids, they gather after Fajr and recite Quraan 

which they term as Hizb. However, this practice is carried out in 

almost every Masjid after the Maghrib Salaah. The Moroccans make 

a circle and they recite half Para of the Quraan Sharif. If any person 

is a non-Hafiz then he will sit in the gathering with a copy of the 

Quraan Sharif. A Hafiz is not allowed to keep a copy of the Quraan 

Sharif and they recite from memory. These Moroccans have 

memorised the Quraan Sharif very well. They use to tell us that the 

type of Huffâz you have in India and Pakistân are equated to all the 

Moroccan people (as they look into the Quraan Sharif and recite). A  

Hafiz according to the Moroccans is one who recites the Quraan 

Sharif throughout his life without touching the Mushaf. He recites 

from memory. In order to teach the young kids, the Ustâd uses a 

little board which is in the shape of a cricket bat. The lesson is 

written on the board for the students. The student will then commit 

the lesson to memory and the student will never see the same 

lesson for the rest of his/her life in writing.  

So, there is no final stage as far as memorising the Quraan Sharif is 

concerned. We should make Duâ that Allah Ta’ala increases the 
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quality of our Hifz. Two aspects should be of concern. One pertains 

to the quality of Hifz and the other pertains to correct recitation (i.e. 

reciting from the correct makharij with tajweed). These two aspects 

do not have a final stage, in fact if one becomes negligent, then one 

will fall back very easily. Maulânâ Abbas Zubair Ali who is my 

brother-in-law is a very good reciter of the Quraan Sharif and he 

knows his Quraan Sharif very well. He went to Hardoi, any person 

that is aware of Hardoi will know of Hadrat Maulânâ Abrarul Haq 

Saheb ˛ whose mission was the Quraan Sharif. Hadrat was very 

particular that recitation should be correct. When Hadrat visited 

South Africa and heard the various Qurra reciting the Quraan Sharif, 

he would comment that this recitation would get a pass mark from 

me. From this we can gauge the level of Hadrat’s level of Tajweed. 

Nevertheless, Hazrat was very particular of correct recitation. 

Hadrat Maulânâ loved the manner in which Maulânâ Abbas Saheb 

would recite. After some years, Hazrat Maulânâ Abrarul Haq Saheb 

˛ visited South Africa and requested Maulânâ Abbas Saheb to 

recite. When Maulânâ Abbas Saheb recited, Hadrat mentioned that 

there is some rust that has now come over. The manner of 

recitation is no longer the same as it used to be when Maulana 

Abbas Saheb was young. 

This is the effect on all worldly things. If one has cleansed his house, 

it does not last a lifetime. If the house was un-used then also the 

house will have to be cleaned the next day as dust will definitely 

accumulate. One has to endeavour all the time in worldly things. 

One has to learn Quraan Sharif all the time at all levels whether it be 

Nâzirah, Hifz, Qiraat etc. One has to continuously keep contact with 

his kitâbs (which one has studied in Madressa), the various modes 

of Qirât which one had studied, or else, rust will settle. 
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Another aspect that we should make an effort for is to learn the 

meaning of Surah Fateha and the last ten surahs of the Quraan 

Sharif. As for those people who are keen to learn Arabic, they 

should study Miftahul Quraan which is the best according to my 

research. In this kitâb, non-Ulema will also learn how to perform 

their Salaah. The first two or three parts of this Kitâb have been 

translated into English. If a person studies this kitâb, he will know 

the meaning of his Salaah from the beginning till the end. He will 

learn the meaning of the Surahs and the Arabic language by 

studying this kitâb. This is a very beneficial kitâb. 

 A Hafiz who has memorised the entire Quraan Sharif should have a 

keen desire to learn the meaning of the Quraan Sharif. Hadrat 

Maulânâ Abdul Ghani Pulpuri ˛ used to say that the Quraan is a 

love letter from Almighty Allah. Normally, a lover sends a letter to 

his beloved and the beloved is not so interested. Here the beloved 

has sent a love letter and this letter do not consist of one or two 

pages and neither is it a SMS which is sent in abbreviation form, but 

this is a love letter of thirty Paras. So how much shouldn’t a person 

love the Quraan Sharif, hold the Quraan Sharif and be keen to know 

the meaning of the Quraan Sharif? There is a hidden connection 

between an electronically operated gate and the remote that is 

used to open the gate. Similarly in the Quraan there is a hidden 

connection with Allah Ta’ala. 

DREAM OF IMAAM AHMAD ˛̨̨̨  

 Imâm Ahmad bin Hambal ˛ had seen Allah� in his dream and 

asked, “Which is the easiest and most effective way of building a 

relation with you?” From this question, one will realise that Imâm 

Ahmad ˛ was a great Imâm who was very pious. He also knew 
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that knowing Allah� was not sufficient, but having a relationship 

with Allah� is required.  

(Just one or two points regarding Imâm Ahmad bin Hambal ˛ 

which comes to my mind at this point and time). Once there was a 

ship that could not reach the shores, as the shores were shallow. 

Generally, at such a time little boats are used to transport 

passengers and goods to the shore. Imâm Ahmad ˛ heard a 

person sneeze who was on a ship, so he hired a boat to go close to 

the ship and reply to the sneeze. On this action of his Allah� 

granted him a very high status whereas replying to a person’s 

sneeze is generally regarded as insignificant amongst us. The things 

which we regard as insignificant hold a very high position in the 

sight of Allah �.  

A person was making wudhu at the bank of the river and the flow of 

the water was going downstream. Imâm Ahmad ˛ was making 

wudhu below him, so this person got up and went to the opposite 

side of the bank. Imâm Ahmad ˛ asked him the reason for 

moving? He replied, “How can my water flow towards you, whereas 

I am an insignificant person and you are a great Imâm? Your water 

should flow towards me.” On this action, Allah� forgave this 

person and granted him great status. Nevertheless, Imâm Ahmad 

bin Hambal ˛ asked Allah� how can one build a relationship with 

Him �?  Allah � replied, “Recite the Quraan Sharif”. The Imâm 

then enquired, “Should recitation be done with understanding or 

without understanding?” the answer received was that both ways 

are acceptable. However, one should recite with Adab and Azmat. 

(respect and honour). So, a person should have Yaqeen (conviction 

in one’s heart) that this is the word of Allah � and through the 

Quraan Sharif I will be connected to Allah �. One should recite the 

Quraan Sharif daily with punctuality keeping in mind the respect 
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and honour of the Quraan Sharif. A person that recites the Quraan 

Sharif will progress and go very far.  

Moulana Chinyoti ˛ who was a great Alim and an expert in the 

field of Qadianism had taken Bay’at to Hadrat Sheikh Maulânâ 

Muhammad Zakariyya ˛. Hadrat Sheikh ˛ asked him, “What is 

your occupation?”  He replied, “I follow the Qadiani’s and negate 

their teachings”. Hadrat Sheikh ˛ told him that your Tasawwuf is 

in this work. All the stages of Tasawwuf will be completed by doing 

this work and you will reach Allah Ta’ala. In a similar manner, 

through recitation of Quraan Sharif the various stages of Tasawwuf 

will be completed. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF REMAINING IN THE COMPANY 

OF THE SHEIKH 
Once a person came out of the Haram of Makkah Sharif after the 

Asr Salaah and told Hazdat Moulana Abrarul Haq Saheb ˛, 

“According to the schedule that I have drafted, I have allocated this 

time (after Asr) for Tawaaf.” It is important to follow a schedule, as 

following a schedule will be means of Barakah in one’s time 

enabling one to do a lot of work. “During this time, Hadrat Sheikh 

˛ has his Majlis as well and I am a Mureed (disciple) of Hazrat 

Sheikh ˛. What should I do? Engage in Tawâf or attend the Majlis 

of Hadrat Sheikh ˛? Tawâf can only be made in Makkah Shareef 

so what should I do?” Hazrat Moulana Abrarul Haq Saheb ˛ was 

Imaamul Amthile (an expert in presenting examples by which one 

can easily understand a point). He said, “If a person that cannot see 

due to some defect in his sight, should he first go to an optician or 

recite the Quraan Sharif?” The reply was that he should go to an 

optician and then engage in recitation. Similarly one should attend 

the gathering of his Sheikh and then see the value of one Tawaaf. 
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These are some of the rights of the Quraan Sharif. If the rights of the 

Quraan Sharif are not fulfilled then the Quraan Sharif will come as a 

complainant on the day of Qiyamah against us. 
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“O Allah, let the Quraan be a proof in favour of us and let the 

Quraan not be a proof against us.” 

In the 19
th
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“(On the day of Qiyamah) the Rasool will say, “O my Rabb! My 

people have ignored the Quraan.” 

So the Quraan Sharif will lay a complaint against us. Who will be 

able to defend himself against the complaint and charge of the 

Quraan Sharif. We stand no chance whatsoever, therefore we 

should fulfil the rights of the Quraan Sharif. We are the servants of 

Allah � therefore we have no other choice except to try and then 

cry. (We will try our best to fulfil the rights of the Quraan Sharif and 

then we will cry for our shortcomings as no one is perfect). Hazrat 

Maulânâ Muhammad Umar Saheb Palanpuri ˛ used to say, “Try 

during the day and cry in the night to Allah to forgive us for our 

shortcomings.” 

RECITATION OF THE QURAAN  

The next right of the Quraan Sharif is to make Tilawat of the Quraan 

Sharif. What is Tilawat of the Quraan Sharif? It is not eye reading as 

one reads a newspaper, novel or a book. If one recites Quraan Sharif 

in this manner it will not be regarded as Tilawat. Reading the 

translation of the Quraan Sharif is also not regarded as Tilawaat. 
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Similarly, listening to the recitation of the Quraan Sharif is also not 

regarded as Tilaawat. If a person listens to “Para a day” (a 

programme on a radio station where a Para of the Quraan Sharif is 

recited daily) then it will not be regarded as Tilawat. (To understand 

this point) if a person listens to a verse of the Quraan Sharif which 

makes Sajda-e-Tilawat compulsory on a cassette or cd, Sajda will not 

be Wâjib. If one was listening to live recitation of the Quraan Sharif, 

then Sajda becomes Wâjib. Tilawat of the Quraan Sharif means 

reciting the Quraan Sharif in the Arabic language in such a manner 

that the tongue and lips must move and there should be that 

amount of sound by which one is able to hear himself reciting. This 

is the right of the Quraan Sharif. The right of Ramadân is that we 

should make one khatm in the month of Ramadân which is the 

minimum. Currently there are such people that make one khatm of 

the Quraan Sharif per day. Maulânâ Farouk Patel Saheb of Darul 

Uloom Zakariyya makes fifty to sixty khatms of the Quraan Sharif in 

the month of Ramadân. We often hear of the Illustrious Imâms of 

the various Mazahib such as Imâm Abu Hanifa ˛ and Imaam Shafi 

˛ making many khatms of the Quraan Sharif, but Allah � in His 

kindness has blessed us with such people in this time and age as 

well. Hazrat Sheikh-ul Hadith Moulana Muhammad  Zakariyya Saheb 

˛ used to prescribe three Paras for a Hafiz-ul-Quraan and one 

Para for a non-Hafiz daily. Hadrat Maulana Hakim Saheb (daamat 

barakaatuhu) prescribes one Para a day. In my opinion, each person 

should recite according to the level of his Hifz. If one had 

memorised his Quraan well, then he should recite three Paras a day 

and this should be one’s practice throughout the year, but one 

should increase recitation in the month of Ramadân.  
 

The most beneficial manner of reciting the three Paras will be as 

follows. One Para should be recited whilst looking into the Quraan 

Sharif as there is tremendous Noor for looking into the Quraan 
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Sharif and reciting. Thereafter, the same Para must be recited to 

someone and it would be preferable to recite it to one’s wife. By 

doing so a wonderful environment is created in one’s home. The 

Anwâr (blessings of Quraan Sharif) will also enter one’s home. The 

person listening to the Hafiz reciting also benefits as his Quraan also 

improves. (The pronunciation of the Huroof, Makharij and Tajweed 

will improve). If newly born children are sleeping in a home where 

recitation of Quraan Sharif is taking place, then this will have a 

tremendous effect on the child. It is quite evident as to what effect 

the recitation of the Quraan Sharif will have on a child that grows up 

whilst listening to the Quraan Sharif daily. In Durban, there was a 

youngster who had memorised the entire Quraan Sharif at the age 

of eight. He was so confident at that young age that he would sit on 

the Mimbar (pulpit) and recite the Quraan Sharif beautifully and 

correctly in front of a huge audience. I had enquired from the father 

of this young boy, “What factors have contributed to the success of 

this boy?” He pondered a little and then replied, “When the mother 

had conceived she use to recite approximately fifteen Paras daily”. 

The recitation of Quraan Sharif definitely has an effect on the child. 

Nowadays, it has been proven that “HIV” is transmitted from the 

mother to her child. A smoking mother has an effect on her child.  

Once Haji Farouq Saheb ˛ was visiting Azaadville and he was 

invited to the residence of Maulânâ Abdullah Haffejee for tea. I was 

also invited. Maulânâ Abdullah Haffejee brought his two daughters 

to meet Hadrat who were approximately three to four years old. 

Haji Saheb ˛ placed his hands on their head and remarked, “This 

is the manner Salaam should be made to small girls.” So I said in 

astonishment, “Girls that are so small”? Haji Farouq Saheb ˛ said 

that Hadrat Maulânâ Maseehullah Saheb ˛ would not permit one 

to hold the hands of small girls and Hadrat Maulânâ Maseehullah 
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˛ would say, “Place your hands on the small girls head when she 

is wearing a scarf.” Thereafter Haji Farouq Saheb ˛ mentioned 

that Imâm Ghazali ˛ has written that when parents are intimate 

in bed and a small child is sleeping in the same room, then such 

behaviour will have a negative effect on a child even though the 

relationship between husband and wife is completely Halaal. If 

Quraan Sharif is recited in the home, then won’t the recitation have 

a positive effect?  

Therefore, one Para should be recited to the wife and she should 

dedicate some time to listen to the Quraan Sharif, even though she 

has to attend to her household chores. This will be a means of great 

blessings in the house. Thereafter, the very same Para should be 

read in Salaah. The blessings of recitation by looking into the 

Quraan Sharif is of a different nature, the blessings of reading to 

another is of a different nature, and the blessings of reciting in 

Salaah is of a different nature. This practice is for those Huffaz 

whose Quraan Sharif is strong.  

As for those individuals whose Quraan is not strong, they should 

recite half a Para four times. One can read it twice individually, once 

to another and once in Salaah. By doing so, one’s Quraan will 

become strong very soon without much effort. As for the one whose 

Quraan Sharif is even weaker, then he should recite quarter of a 

Para ten times. Once it should be recited to another and once it 

should be recited in Salaah. By repeating a quarter ten times, one’s 

Hifz will tremendously improve. Many Ustaads make their students 

repeat a quarter ten times when the students have completed Hifz 

as this practice is very beneficial in improving their Hifz. Reciting 

Quraan Sharif in Salaah is most difficult as there is no Saami 

(listener) that will correct him if he falters thus he has to correct 

himself and continue whereas he will be corrected if he recites to 
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another making his task much easier. By doing so, a person will 

learn his Quraan very well in a year’s time. If a person is weaker 

than that then he should learn one page at a time and read it to 

someone. In this way, he should try and learn his Quraan.  As for a 

non-Hafiz, he should start reciting Quraan Sharif even if it means 

starting with a Ruku or a page of the Quraan Sharif daily. Thereafter, 

he should increase his recitation every forty days. If he had started 

reciting a page then he should increase his recitation to two pages 

when forty days elapses. Thereafter he should increase to four 

pages when the next forty days elapses. He should gradually 

increase in this manner till he reaches one Para. In this way every 

person should recite Quraan Sharif. No person should be left 

without Tilâwat of the Quraan Sharif. If a person does not recite 

Quraan Sharif daily then he should regard this as a great injustice 

from him. 

ETIQUETTES OF TILAWAT 
 

There are certain A’daab (etiquettes) of Tilawat. A person should 

recite Quraan Sharif in the state of Wudhu as it is not permissible to 

touch the Quraan Sharif without Wudhu. A person should recite the 

Quraan Sharif with concentration and devotion. Many good Huffaz 

recite the Quraan Sharif whilst they are busy involved in other 

activities such as playing with the cell phone. This is a dangerous 

practice. A king by the name of Mahmmod Ghaznawi ˛ was 

having a Majlis with his subjects. Whilst the meeting was in 

progress, a certain person fixed his button. The king reprimanded 

him and said, “When sitting in my Majlis (gathering) your mind 

should not be distracted.” Whilst the lecture is in progress here and 

if someone comes with a message or the sound system switches off 

and someone goes to repair the system, then our attention should 

not be diverted from the speaker.  
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Whilst we were in Belgium in Jamaat, an Arab Alim had come to 

address us. During the talk something had happened, and 

everyone’s attention was diverted. The Alim became upset and said, 

“If the roof has to come down then also you should remain focussed 

on the speaker.” Obviously this is an exaggeration, but what was 

implied was that one should give his undivided attention to the 

speaker. We get offended if we speak to someone and he does not 

pay any attention to us. When a person recites the Quraan Sharif he 

is conversing with Allah � yet, he is not prepared to give his 

undivided attention. He is busy playing with his cell phone or busy in 

some other activity simultaneously. There are certain individuals 

who omit their Fajr Salaah, yet they are very punctual on their 

Wazaa’if (prescribed verses of the Quraan Sharif or Duas which are 

recited daily). They will leave out recitation of the Quraan Sharif but 

they will not omit the Wazaa’if prescribed by their Peer Saheb. A 

person who has now passed away would never omit his Wazaa’if. 

He would never miss his Panjsura. However, his sister-in-law had 

reported that whilst reciting his Panjsura, he would use vulgar 

language and shout at others yet, he is regarded to be a pious 

person. We should not recite the Quraan Sharif in this manner. 

Nowadays, whilst reciting the Quraan Sharif we will ask someone to 

check who is at the door, answer the telephone, polish my shoes 

etc. We continue commanding people to do these actions in such a 

manner as if these are also verses of the Quraan Sharif. This is 

disrespect to the Quraan Sharif.  

Hadrat Thanwi ˛ has written, “Disrespect can cause more harm 

than sinning.” Sometimes our thoughts are also distracted whilst we 

reciting Quraan Sharif. We should not let our thoughts roam about, 

but we should try and control our thoughts. This can be understood 

by an example. A mother does not want her child to leave the 
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house, but it is the nature of the child to sneak out. When the 

mother becomes aware that the child has sneaked out, she will 

immediately bring the child into the house. Similarly, when our 

thoughts are distracted in Salaah, Tilawat of the Quraan Sharif, 

Zikrullah, then we should control our thoughts as soon as we 

become conscious. We should be devoted to our recitation. It would 

be preferable to apply Itr prior to reciting the Quraan Sharif as Itr 

(perfume) has an effect on one’s heart. When a person is newly 

married then a tremendous amount of perfume is used on the first 

night, as perfume encourages romance which is initiated from the 

heart. Similarly, a person should utilise Itr if he wants the Quraan 

Sharif to have an effect on the heart.  

A person should sit with respect when reciting the Quraan Sharif. He 

should sit facing towards the Qibla. It is preferable that we recite 

the Quraan Sharif at a time when we will not be disturbed. If we are 

disturbed by someone, then we should close the Quraan Sharif and 

engage in conversation. One should not involve in conversation 

whilst the Quraan Sharif is left open. Hazrat Maulânâ Abrarul Haq 

Saheb ˛ had intended visiting our country (some years ago) in the 

month of Shabaan. This is generally when the various Darul Ulooms 

in our country have their annual Jalsa. Hadrat Moulana Shabir 

Saloojee Saheb (daamat barakaatuhu) of Darul Uloom Zakariyya had 

contacted me and told me that we should invite Hadhrat Moulana 

Abrarul Haq Saheb to our annual Jalsa. The correct procedure would 

be to go to India and invite Hadhrat as the position of Hadrat 

demands such respect. Since Hadrat will be arriving in a few days’ 

time therefore we should invite Hadhrat in writing. Our Darul 

Uloom had invited Hadrat in writing and so did Darul Uloom 

Zakariyya. Our Madressa letterhead has a Rahel on the emblem 

(Rahel is a bench which has been designed and reserved to keep the 
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Quraan on). When Hadhrat had replied to our letter, Hadrat had 

drawn an arrow which was pointing towards the Quraan Sharif and 

he had commented that the Rahel is specifically reserved for the 

Quraan Sharif, therefore the book that is kept on the Rahel will be 

regarded as the Quraan Sharif. The picture of the Quraan Sharif that 

is on the Rahel is lying open and this is disrespect for the Quraan 

Sharif. Once Qari Ahmedullah Saheb of Dhabel had visited 

Azaadville and he was at the residence of Qari Abdullah Ishaq. 

During our discussion, I told Qari Ahmedullah Saheb that Hazrat 

Moulana Abrarul Haq Saheb ˛ would correct any error of the 

Quraan Sharif committed by the reciter irrespective of the place and 

time. This is why Hazrat Moulana Abrar-ul-Haq Saheb ˛ disliked 

attending Madressa Jalsas. Many times students recite incorrectly in 

a Jalsa, and if corrected then people say, “You have spoilt our 

Jalsah.” Generally people say, “Do not correct him during the 

Jalsah.” You may correct him after the Jalsah. Thereafter, Qari 

Ahmedullah Saheb said, “If a person has Azmat (respect and 

honour) for the Quraan Sharif, then he will not tolerate incorrect 

recitation of the Quraan Sharif irrespective of the occasion.”  

Ibn Aabidin Shami ˛ has written in his Raddul Muhtar, if a great 

Sheikh of a country recites the Quraan Sharif incorrectly and he is 

corrected by a young boy then the Sheikh should accept the 

rectification. Nowadays, these aspects do not even exist. 

Befriending Shaytaan has also become acceptable in this time and 

era. We should please one and all, even though we do not agree 

with their practices. We should give the impression that we stand as 

one united body. We should attend the world cup also to show our 

patronage and show our unity. We should maintain peace with all 

groups even if it means befriending Shaytaan and attending his 

gatherings. Unfortunately this is our situation today. Approximately 
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two hundred years ago, Deen was great and people had so much of 

Azmat (respect and honour) for Deen that an error in recitation will 

not be tolerated irrespective of the personality. If Quraan Sharif is 

recited incorrectly then we should correct the reciter. If we don’t 

have the ability to correct, then we should leave the gathering. 

Many Hifz Jalsas are recorded on C.D. with the incorrect recitation 

of the students graduating but the student should not be corrected 

as this will spoil the Jalsah. Therefore, Hadhrat Maulânâ Abrarul Haq 

Saheb never attended Jalsas. Another impermissible aspect 

pertaining to Jalsa’s is where Nazms and Qiraat are rendered by 

young boys. In Shariah, it is not permissible to look at a Amrad (a 

young lad that is beardless). Nowadays, all are looking at these 

young boys and if they are requested to remove these young lads 

then the issue becomes problematic. The parents and other people 

tend to get upset with the issue. The excuse that is presented is that 

the youngster would have rendered the Nasheed very well. 

Sometimes there are mixed gatherings as well.  

(Coming back to the point), whilst reading there should be Azmat of 

the Quraan Sharif. One should not be reciting Quraan Sharif and 

talking simultaneously or involved in some other activity. The Huquq 

(rights) of the Quraan Sharif should be fulfilled. When the rights of 

the Quraan Sharif are fulfilled, we will derive maximum benefit. We 

have to bring Imaan on the Quraan Sharif, have Muhabbat (love) of 

the Quraan Sharif, Azmat (respect and honour) of the Quraan, and 

we have to learn to recite Quraan Sharif correctly. Our Sheikh 

(daamat barakaatuhu) has prescribed four actions in order to gain 

the friendship of Allah. The first requirement before acting on the 

four things is to recite the Quraan Sharif correctly. If the recitation 

of the public is not up to standard, then they should spend some 

time by a Qari and learn to recite correctly. This is very important. 
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DEDICATING ONE’S LIFE FOR THE QURAAN SHARIF 

Our Ustaad Hafez Abdur Rahman Mia Saheb ˛ had lived till the 

age of over 90. At that age, he was so ill that he was unable to get to 

the Masjid and perform Salaah with Jamaat. Inspite of his illness, he 

did not discard teaching of the Quraan Sharif. When he was unable 

to come to the front room of his house from the bedroom, then he 

would listen to the Quraan Sharif being recited in his bedroom. He 

used to tell us, “If Allah permits me, I want a Hifz class in my Qabr.” 

There are many individuals of this Ummah who had begged Allah 

Ta’ala to allow them recitation in the Qabr and their Dua was 

accepted. When a person has Imaan and Muhabbat (Love for the 

Quraan), then reciting one Para of the Quraan Sharif daily will not 

be treated as a duty but rather recitation of Quraan will become a 

means of great pleasure. One will desire to read more whenever he 

has completed the desired amount. 

 In a Hidayat Bayaan (a lecture wherein advices are rendered to 

those going out in the path of Allah), Hazrat Maulânâ Muhammad 

Umar Saheb Palanpuri ˛ mentioned, “Oh my beloved brothers, it 

will be difficult for you to go out for Gusht if you had known the 

enjoyment of Zikrullah. Allah Ta’ala is the fountain source of love 

and sweetness. How is it possible to take the name of Allah without 

deriving and sweetness and gaining the love of Allah? Hadrat Sheikh 

˛ has written, “I had personally seen certain Buzurg’s mouths 

water when they heard others engaged in Zikrullah.” Our mouths 

automatically water when we smell Biryani or some delicious food. 

This is the enjoyment they had derived from Zikrullah. Certain 

Qurrah recite the Quraan Sharif so beautifully that we derive great 

enjoyment in their recitation.  
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If one studies Tafseer then he will derive further enjoyment. We 

should read Bayaanul Quraan written by Hadhrat Thanwi ˛. He 

has made Tafseer of the Quraan and he has explained the various 

Masaa’il of Sulook (Tasawwuf), which are derived from the Quraan 

in the Haashiya (marginal notes). Our Sheikh (daamat barakaatuhu) 

says, “My Tasawwuf is 100% proven from Quraan and Ahadith”.  

So, a person will derive great enjoyment in recitation. Allama Busairi 

˛ says, 
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“The Quraan Sharif has meanings like the waves of the sea”. 

 This comparison is made from various angles. One wave helps 

another wave. In a similar manner is the Rabt (connection) of the 

verses of the Quraan Sharif. 

CONNECTION BETWEEN VERSES OF THE QURAAN 

 Each verse of the Quraan Sharif is connected to the next verse. The 

entire Quraan Sharif is connected in this manner. If we look at one 

verse of the Quraan Sharif,  
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“Verily Allah Ta’ala and the angels send Salaah (special mercies 

from the side of Allah �and Dua of forgiveness from the side of the 

angels).” 

 If one looks at the verses preceding this verse and the verses that 

follow this verse he will not be able to find any connection 

outwardly. However, if Allah � inwardly blesses a person, he will be 
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able to find the connection. Whilst we were in Deoband we had 

studied under Moulana Ghulamullah Khan whose Tafseer was very 

famous in Rawalpindi. Tafseer is taught from the end of Shabaan 

and the month of Ramdaan in Pakistaan and this practice exists till 

today. This is actually a Tafseer course which is done in one and a 

half month. Hazrat Moulana Ghulamullah Khan used to focus 

against the Bidatee’s (those involved in Shirk and grave 

worshipping). When we had completed Mishkaat, we went to him 

for Tafseer lessons.  

Hadhrat Maulânâ Ghulamullah Khan had shown the connection of 

these verses to us. Prior to this verse is the incident of Hazrat Zaid � 

who was married to Hazrat Zainub � and they had differences in 

their marriage, therefore things did not work out. Nabi� had made 

a lot of effort to try and make things work out but things did not 

work out. Finally, they were divorced. Hazrat Zaid � was the 

adopted son of Nabi�. If one has adopted a child then the biological 

father should be made known to him according to Shariah. The step 

father should not behave as though he is the biological father, even 

though he was adopted when he was a day old or five days old. The 

adopted child should be given his own surname as he is an adopted 

son and not a real son. When the nikah had resulted in divorce Allah 

� had performed the Nikah of Zainub � to Nabi � in the heavens. 

This was a very difficult period in the life of Nabi � like if a person 

from South Africa says he got married to a woman in Madinah 

Shareef, whilst the people in South Africa are totally unaware. If a 

certain person comes to you and tells you that a certain girl has 

been given to you in marriage, then this is in your favour as every 

person likes a second marriage. However, it has to be accepted in 

society but society looks at it negatively. The Munafiqeen 

(hypocrites), Jews and enemies found an ideal opportunity to pick 
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on Nabi � and they made a big hue that Nabi � married his own 

daughter-in-law, whereas this was his step daughter-in-law. 

However, Nabi � had accepted Allah’s command of Nikah. Allah � 

was so pleased with Nabi � that Allah � revealed the verse, 
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This is the connection this verse has with the verses preceding it. 

When one understands this Rabt (connection) between verses then 

one gets great enjoyment. The example of this is like a person that 

is working with figures and he cannot reconcile his figures. The 

moment he reconciles, he experiences great enjoyment. Similar is 

the enjoyment when one understands the connection between the 

verses. Another example is, a person has misplaced an item and he 

is busy trying to locate his item. When he finds it, he experiences 

tremendous enjoyment. Similarly when the connection is found and 

the verses fit in like a jigsaw puzzle then one experiences 

tremendous enjoyment. When reciting Quraan Sharif one should 

endeavour to understand the meaning and inner meaning of the 

verses. Islaah is, that a person recites Quraan Sharif and enjoys his 

Tilawat. This enjoyment will only come when the love of the Quraan 

is embedded in one.  

EXPRESSING ONE’S LOVE 

When one has the love of the Quraan Sharif, he should express that 

love, he shouldn’t feel shy to express the love of Quraan Sharif. 

Many people are shy to express love for others especially for the 

Sheikh. A friend of ours had once come and he desired to express 

his love, but he did it in a very shy manner. Initially it will be difficult 
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to express love for the Sheikh, but when one comes to the stage 

where he has the ability to express his love for the Sheikh, then this 

love will grow further. A person should never feel shy in expressing 

his love for the Quraan Sharif. If a person feels that I am not sincere 

in my love for the Quraan Sharif (there is hypocrisy in me) then 

merely utter the words of love (as we say the poetry whilst making 

Zikr). 

�� �� ��� �	
 ��� �  � � � � � ��� � � �� � ²  

��� �� � � ����� �� ��  ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� 

My heart should be an open field and only Allah � should be in my 

heart.  Besides water and sand being in my body, the love of Allah � 

should be within me. 

In this poem we are saying that the love of Allah � should be in me, 

whereas this is not the case. So, the poetry is recited as a Dua and 

by saying it, the reality will enter the heart. These poems can be said 

to deceive other people that we are Buzurgs, but we shouldn’t 

judge others. We should not worry about the intention of others. 

Also we should not recite these poems trying to expose our status 

(that I’m a Buzurg). 

��� �� �� � ��  �!  �� � ��  �� � "# $�  
Every desire has departed from my heart, Now enter my heart, now 

I’m in the condition of solitude. (Therefore you enter my heart). 

 

By saying these words the reality will eventually come. Similarly, 

when one expresses his love for Quraan Sharif and continuously 

talks about it, then the love of Quraan Sharif will enter his heart. A 
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newly married friend of ours who was in I’tikaaf wrote a letter to his 

wife, so one can imagine what type of a letter he must have written. 

The letter had ended up by me, but the letter has got no value to 

me. The husband and his wife know the value of that letter, but 

another person will not attach similar value. A SMS that was 

intended for someone else yet ends up by you, will not be valuable 

to you.  

The Quraan Sharif must be recited (with compassion) like a lost 

child. Who has got compassion for a lost child? If a father manages 

finding his child that was lost, it will mean everything to that father. 

Similarly, if you lose your wife in the Haram Sharif and then you 

meet each other. A couple from South Africa went to Haram Sharif 

and they lost each other. The next time they had met was Asr time. 

They hugged each other (due to their separation) in the Haram and 

they returned home on their next flight without performing haj. This 

is the feeling that they had. If we find the Quraan Sharif like a love 

that was lost, then we will see a change in our condition. We will 

find the Kayfiyat (condition) of Imaan. People who found this 

condition of Imaan recited one Ayat throughout the entire night. 

There are many such incidents. One is the incident of Imaam Abu 

Hanifa ˛.  

 

When the Kitaab reading takes place then people say that we are 

reading the same Kitaab over and over again. We should have 

something new, yet if one has love, then he will recite one Ayat of 

the Quraan Sharif and will not be satisfied. May Allah Ta’ala bless us 

with the Tilawat of the Quraan Sharif and grant us the ability to 

propagate these rights to others so that others can also act upon 

these teachings.  
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RECITATION OF QURAAN IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD 

Another aspect pertaining to the Tilawaat of the Quraan Sharif, Not 

long ago we had heard and we had also spoken of it, yet we had 

never experienced the reality. When I had undertaken a journey to 

Mombasa, we had performed our Maghrib Salaah at the Musjid in 

Mombasa. After the Maghrib Salaah I heard recitation of the 

Quraan Sharif taking place. I thought that they are having classes 

after Maghrib Salaah. In Mombassa, they still follow the old system 

whereby small houses are located next to the Masjid in which 

recitation of Quraan Sharif take place. In a certain area known as 

Lamu, and a few other areas, the environment is one hundred per 

cent like the environment that prevailed in the era of Nabi �, such 

as the Masjid and the homes next to the Masjid etc. When I had 

enquired about the recitation, I was told that Tilawat is taking place 

from the houses (household members recite daily after Maghrib 

Salaah). This was not classes taking place similar to a Hifz class.  

Previously we used to hear Tilawat of the Quraan Sharif from every 

home after Fajr and Maghrib Salaah. Unfortunately, today the 

television is turned on in every home and the colour of the TV 

screen can be seen and the volume of the TV can be heard. This is 

the condition of Muslim homes. There are homes which have been 

constructed with mud and thatched roofs (due to poverty) yet these 

homes also have the television aerial and satellite dish on the roof. 

The enemies have undertaken that in the remotest area in the 

world there will be a Coke and a burger which is their culture. We 

had seen some areas which are absolutely remote yet the Coca Cola 

board is put up. They are promoting their culture. In these remote 

areas, the TV will be sold absolutely cheap so that everyone can 
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own a TV. They promote their culture through the TV. How much do 

we promote the Quraan Sharif?  

There are millions of born Muslims who haven’t seen the Quraan 

Sharif yet we do absolutely nothing about it, leave alone being able 

to recite the Quraan Sharif. This is also our duty and responsibility 

to take the Quraan Sharif to the masses. So, reciting the Quraan 

Sharif is a great right of the Quraan Sharif. Therefore we should 

recite the Quraan Sharif excessively.  

As far as the learning and teaching of the Quraan Sharif is 

concerned, I had personally seen a wealthy person of Reunion Hajee 

Yusuf Rawat who was so wealthy that if we say that he owned half 

of Reunion then it would not be regarded as exaggeration. He had 

such a senior position that he used to be invited for political 

functions   by the president of France. In-spite of this status I had 

seen him in the St. Denis Masjid (which is the capital of Reunion) 

sitting with his children and grandchildren from Maghrib till Esha 

teaching them the Quraan Sharif. I had observed this quite a few 

times when I had visited them. During one visit, I had noticed that 

he was not teaching so I had enquired from him? He replied, “I 

cannot manage any longer due to old age, but I teach them at 

home.”  

Similarly, approximately fifty to sixty kilometres north of Mombassa 

there is a town which I had visited. There is a Yemeni Sheikh there 

who is very wealthy. He is so wealthy that whilst we were travelling 

through the town it was pointed out that a certain block of flats 

belong to him, a certain garage belongs to him, and a certain 

supermarket belongs to him. The income from a certain business is 

Waqf (donated) to the orphans. Another income is donated for 

building Masjids. He is extremely wealthy and very Deeni inclined. 
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He personally sits and teaches his children and grandchildren after 

Maghrib. He would recite Quraan Sharif and thereafter every child 

will recite. Thereafter he will go home, but his children must remain 

with the grandchildren in the Masjid till Esha. The environment of 

Quraan Sharif in our homes and Masjid is totally lost. This is the job 

of the Ustaad today and the parent has got no connection with his 

children. The greatest connection that we can make is through the 

Quraan Sharif (by teaching them Quraan Sharif). Therefore we 

should bring every aspect of the Quraan Sharif alive.  

ACTING UPON THE INJUNCTIONS OF THE QURAAN 

The next right of the Quraan Sharif is Amal bil Quraan. This is the 

object of the Quraan Sharif. As I had explained that a person has to 

have Imaan on the Quraan Sharif one hundred percent. Capital 

punishment is absolutely correct as it has been prescribed in the 

Quraan. Whether I can practice on the injunction or not is a 

different issue. Observing Pardah is an injunction of the Quraan. We 

meet with our cousins, talk to them, be together on Eid day (which 

is incorrect) but we must admit that this is a command of Allah 

�.We must have Imaan on this command. Thereafter, I should try 

and improve by making Amal but I must have Imaan. Interest is 

totally Haraam. If we are involved in interest by taking out an 

insurance policy, then this is due to our weakness and one should 

try to improve. However one should not try to legalise interest in 

Shariah (making it Jaiz). Unfortunately, interest is been made Jaiz 

today in various forms. When Shariah has made something Haraam, 

it will be Haraam. Photography is Haraam (in Shariah), it will be 

Haraam. We should not try and justify it. If one has taken 

photographs on his cell phone and one has taken wedding photos 

then it should be regarded as one’s weakness, but it is Haraam. 
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Don’t regard it as Jaiz. It is very dangerous to make Haraam into 

Halaal (Jaiz). So don’t make Haraam into Halaal and don’t make 

things that are Halaal into Haraam as these are the laws of Allah �. 

One has to bring Imaan on all laws of Allah Ta’ala.  Regarding Amal 

bil Quraan (acting upon the injunctions of the Quraan Sharif), one 

should try to practice upon every command of Allah �. Regarding 

Inheritance, our Amal should be according to the manner Allah � 

has prescribed. Our entire lives and actions should conform to the 

Quraan Sharif. Look at the basics, which is our five daily Salaah. We 

should perform our five times Salaah, in the Masjid with Jamaat, 

with concentration and devotion. The Quraan has not explicitly 

mentioned that there are five daily Salaah, though it can be 

extracted from the verses of the Quraan undoubtedly. However, the 

finer details such as Fajr Salaah consists of two Rakaats Farz and two 

Rakaats Sunnah, cannot be extracted from the Quraan Sharif. 

Similarly one will not be able to prove that Zuhr Salaah consist of 

four Farz and four Sunnah. However, the Quraan Sharif does explain 

that one should have Khashiyyat (humbleness) in Salaah. Allah � 

says, 
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Certainly, the believers have succeeded. The believers are those who 

are humble (sincere, tranquil) in their Salaah. 
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This means that the body should be motionless whilst in Salaah. 

These are the teachings of the Quraan Sharif. The Quraan Sharif has 

not explained the quantity but has explained the quality. Today, a 

few have taken the quantity but the vast majority have forsaken the 

quality.  
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The Quraan hasn’t explained that Salaatul Esha is four Rakaats and 

Zakaat is 2.5%, but the Quraan has explained that one should 

swallow / control his anger. 
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(The people of Taqwa) are those who swallow their anger and who 

forgive people (forgive those that are wrong and yet act pleasantly 

towards them). The Quraan has explained those things which we 

regard as insignificant.  Similarly the Quraan Sharif has explained 

good character 
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Resist (the evil harassment and insults of your enemies) with that 

which is best (by being kind and forgiving). 

This is the Kalaamullah (the word of Allah �),therefore it is of 

utmost importance that our Amal (actions) conform to the Quraan 

Sharif. The Sahaaba � were that class of people who were walking 

Quraans and living Quraans whose every action was in conformity 

with the Quraan Sharif. Whatever condition Sahaaba � were in, 

whether in anger or calmness, happiness or sadness, they abided by 

the Quraan Sharif. This is the effort required by us as well which is 

the right of the Quraan Sharif. The Quraan Sharif is not just a law 

book, but it is such a law book that is different from all other law 

books. Laws that are formulated by parliament are punishable if not 

adhered to, but the Quraan Sharif encourages one to adhere to the 

laws (contained therein).  

The Quraan prepares the mind of a person to adhere to the laws. 

For example, liquor was made Haraam. This was not just a law that 

was formulated and if not adhered to, then one will be punished. 
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The prohibition of liquor was gradually done in three stages. Many 

people have written books on the mind that the Quraan builds. Our 

minds should be a mind that the Quraan builds. If we look at our 

Sheikh (daamat barakaatuhu), he proves many habits and Duas of 

our Nabi � from the Quraan Sharif. His Mizaaj (temperament) was 

the temperament of the Quraan Sharif. Therefore the more a 

person recites the Quraan Sharif, the more his temperament will be 

according to the Quraan. 

 It is famous that our Buzurgs have discouraged reading the books of 

the disbelievers and sinful people. Our Buzurgs did not teach a book 

on Nahw (Arabic grammar) which was an excellent book as it was 

written by a sinful person. Rather, the grammar book of a pious 

person was taught, as a person will gain piety together with the 

grammar. Today, we are very negligent in this regard. We watch TV 

or read a comic etc. The one who designed the programme or the 

writer will definitely have an effect on one. Besides our Ulema, the 

western people also confess to this theory, therefore they stress on 

their products being promoted so that the effect comes into us. 

Similarly, the more we recite Quraan Sharif, the more our Mizaaj 

will be according to Quraan. 
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By reciting Quraan Sharif the qualities of Allah � will come into one 

and this should be coupled with the Adaab. If we talk whilst reciting 

Quraan or show disrespect to the Quraan, then this can have an 

adverse effect on us. (May Allah protect us). 
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CONCENTRATION IN SALAAH 

Some people say that if one does not have concentration in Salaah, 

then one should recite long Rakaats of Salaah. If one cannot gain 

concentration in short Rakaats, then how will he be able to 

concentrate on long Rakaats. Start with short Rakaats. Don’t 

perform your Salaah quickly, but read it short. Instead of reciting 

Surah Baqarah, recite Surah Kawthar, but read it properly. Instead 

of reading Subhana Rabbiyal A’la thirteen times, recite it three times 

but do it properly. So, start with short Namaazes, but with 

concentration. Similarly, one should start with little Tilaawat 

showing proper respect to the Quraan and then build on this 

gradually. Regarding the Azmat of the Quraan Sharif, we should not 

handle the Quraan Sharif with one hand. The Quraan Sharif should 

be held with both hands showing great respect and reverence for 

the Quraan Sharif. When we use to attend Madressa during 

childhood we were taught to keep the Quraan Sharif in a Juzdaan, in 

the right hand by the heart. We should try and respect the Quraan 

Sharif. Today, a time has come where the Quraan Sharif is put in the 

back pack. There are warnings in the Hadith, that the Quraan Sharif 

should not be used as a pillow and neither should it be kept at the 

back. Unfortunately, children keep the Quraan Shareef in the back 

pack nowadays. The respect of the Quraan Sharif is very great.  

 

TA’ALLUM (LEARNING) OF THE QURAAN SHARIF 

Regarding theTa’allum (Learning) of the Quraan Sharif, we should 

learn Quraan Sharif from the cradle to the grave. We should reserve 

a slot daily for the learning of the Quraan Sharif irrespective of the 

level we have reached. We should recite Quraan Sharif daily, to such 

an extent that a single day shouldn’t go by without Tilawaat of the 
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Quraan Sharif. Another aspect which is most important is Amal Bil 

Quraan (to act upon the injunctions of the Quraan). After Imaan on 

the Quraan, one is required to practice upon the Quraan Sharif. A 

person that is a bearer of the Quraan Sharif will never be 

humiliated. Allah � will honour such a person. The more a person 

fulfils the right of the Quraan Sharif the greater the honour from the 

side of Allah �. Another right of the Quraan Sharif is Taleem-e-

Quraan (to teach the Quraan Sharif).  

WHY IS SHAKESPEARE TAUGHT IN SCHOOL? 

(To divert a little), we had mentioned that the author of a book has 

an effect on the reader. The friends whom we associate with have 

an effect. The language that we speak has an effect. To understand 

this point, prior to 1994 (in the old South Africa), there was a 

national seminar in the country at the government level. They had 

discussed various aspects of schooling at great lengths. During 

discussion a question was posed, “Why do we still teach 

Shakespeare at school?” Shakespeare is old English (Victorian 

English) which is ancient English and this type of English is not used 

any longer. There aren’t any medical books, law books, engineering 

books which are found in Ancient English.  

The Quraan Sharif and hadith Sharif is in the old Arabic language 

therefore we have to study that Arabic. A person has to learn 

classical Arabic in order to understand Quraan and Hadith, not the 

modern Arabic. However, we speak the modern English and not the 

old English. So, why do they teach the old English and not only is it 

taught, but it is compulsory to pass English in order to get through 

Matric. I don’t know if it is still a requirement to pass matric, but 

some time ago I had found out it was a requirement. Usually, there 

are three sections in English which is English grammar, essay writing 
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and literature, and most of the marks are allocated to literature. 

Shakespeare has to be studied intensively. Previously, at matric 

level a student had to study one set work of Shakespeare and at 

graduate level (university level) two setworks is a requirement. Just 

studying two set works of Shakespeare is not sufficient, but studying 

the poems of Shakespeare is also necessary and this has to be done 

intensively. Intensively means that the entire poem has to be torn 

apart. One has to go into the poem word by word and read it, study 

it and understand it. So the question that arises, why is Shakespeare 

still thought? If one studies to be a doctor, lawyer or engineer, then 

one does not require Shakespeare English, then why must it be 

thought so intensively? The entire Matric certificate is dependent 

on Shakespeare if analysed. They have made it very clear that our 

reason for teaching Shakespeare is to create a modern Christian 

westernised mind. The only way this object can be achieved is by 

teaching Shakespeare.  

When I had visited Madagascar there was some discussion taking 

place there whether passing the French language is a requirement 

to pass matric? (as the French language is spoken there). The most 

important set work that was studied there was Shakespeare, which 

was translated into the French language whereas for language, a 

book of that language is required, and the writer of the book has to 

be the speaker of that language as well. A translation can never do 

the work of an original work. They require the Shakespearean type 

of mind-set, therefore it is taught. When a student passes 

Shakespeare, then they say we are now satisfied as we have created 

a modern, Christian, western mind. Though one may not believe in 

Christianity but the mind becomes Christianised, westernised and 

modernised. This is the reason for Shakespeare been taught up to 

this very day. 
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THE HARMS OF SCHOOL 

Once I was with Maulânâ Mueenud Deen Saheb who was the 

Sheikh-ul Hadith at Darul Uloom Zakariyya on a Tablighi trip in Port 

Elizabeth where we had attended an Ijtima. We had become quite 

close to each other. On one occasion, whilst referring to me he said, 

“The poison of schooling goes through the entire body, unless if one 

removes the poison.” Thereafter he indicated towards me and said, 

“This person has removed all the poison.” So, if the poison has come 

into the system then remove it by going in Jamaat or going to the 

Khanqah or by becoming an Alim. If the poison is not removed, then 

one may become an Alim yet the poison is still within one, therefore 

the same old thoughts will still go through him. This is very 

dangerous. One may think that I am very pious and I’m serving Deen 

but poison has been inserted into him.  

By attending school, it is just not schooling. There is much more 

attached to it. Very briefly, it is where they kidnap the minds of our 

children. The body remains yours in the sense that you will feed that 

body, clothe the body and fulfil all the necessary needs and 

necessities, but the mind is no longer ours. I know some of our 

nieces who lived on the farm and they only spoke the Gujarati 

language till they attended school. They had never spoken a word of 

English. In fact this was the case with us as well. My mother 

(marhooma) was from an area called Christiana and we had only 

spoken Afrikaans at home till we attended school. By spending six 

months in school, the Afrikaans or Gujarati that was spoken is 

totally replaced by English. We had seen children that spoke English 

influenced their Dadi (grandmother) who spoke Gujarati and got her 

to speak English (as grandparents love their grandchildren). The 

effect of this goes very far. This is the effect that is on a child in 
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grade one and grade two. When a child reaches grade seven, then 

the friends are given preference to over the brothers, sisters, and 

family people.  

Today, unfortunately we follow a system where the child goes to 

spend a weekend at the friends place. The children are totally free 

and there is no control of the parents, therefore there are 

possibilities of so many things happening. A single weekend is 

sufficient to destroy a young child. The mind that is so immature 

and the mind that can accept anything can be destroyed in a single 

weekend. In certain places the children are taken for excursions 

which include young girls as well. These excursions can be up to 

three to four days at a time, which is destruction. By the time a child 

finishes matric, the child does not have any regard for the parents, 

nor the Ulema, nor the Imaam. The child will have much more 

regard for Shakespeare, or some scientist or soccer player, or film 

star or singer etc. The child will have regard for such personalities. 

Youngsters are fully attached to the books that they are reading and 

the phones whereas they are only in grade7. If the parents tell them 

that we are going to visit an uncle (Chacha, Chachi, Mama, Mami) 

these children are not interested at all. They will simply comment by 

saying, “We do not play the game of Kahla Kahla any longer and we 

got nothing to do by going to Kala, mama and chacha”. These are all 

old fashion things. We are modernised, therefore we will go for the 

weekend to a friend. We will spend time there with a friend, and 

they are not even prepared to spend time with a cousin.  

At Matric level the child has no value for the Imaam, Alim, ustaad 

and parent. They will serve these individuals just to get things done 

outwardly. A family girl had gone in this direction by going overseas 

to study. Before departing, she had to get her papers signed, so she 

went to get them signed by her parents, but she was not interested 
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regarding the parents health. Parents do not hold value any longer. 

As long as they pamper the children and give them money  they will 

be regarded as good, but the moment parents utter things which 

parents supposed to be saying such as “I don’t like this” or “I think 

you should be doing this” then they become your enemies openly. 

Inwardly these children are your enemies, but the moment you stop 

from something that is not right for them, then they become your 

enemies openly and they rebel. Today, children have become very 

rebellious. This is the result of the environment and schooling. Some 

people may think that we will not send our children for schooling as 

the environment is bad but the curriculum is equally bad. The 

school curriculum has been designed very thoughtfully. Subjects 

such as science and Mathematics are presented in such a way that 

the mind of the student must be moved away from religion. This is 

not only applicable to Islam but applies to other religions as well 

whether it be Christianity, Hinduism etc. A person must not remain 

as a religious person but become a secular person. If one has to 

study the structural planning of schools, you will find that they are 

built similar to factories. This builds the mind of the student that 

you will have to work for the government and you will have to uplift 

your country. You are not here for religion.  

Previously, there was an arts degree in school which is known as the 

Bachelor of Arts. This subject is not studied any longer as the object 

is to make money nowadays.  Art was taught to enhance one’s 

knowledge in whichever field one is studying, yet there is no time 

for that. Today, every course has to be studied in university, even 

though it’s insignificant. To be a soccer coach, one has to do a 

course. Flower arrangement is also a course. These courses are 

introduced just to make money which is the idea. The money which 

one earns must remain in the country so that the economy of the 
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county improves. They say that you are earning money, but the 

manner in which things are planned is that the money does not 

remain with any person. 

THE SCHOOL SYLLABUS HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO 

TAKE ONE AWAY FROM RELIGION 

 In previous times, our elderly people had hard cash with them. 

Unfortunately, people do not have cash any longer. One is unable to 

help another, even if he intends doing so as people do not have 

cash any longer. Workers are made to strike for extra money. These 

people that are striking are actually making fools of themselves as 

they get a 10% increase but at the same time, those above know 

how to extract that money from them as well. Money is also a 

power. If a person has got money, he has got power as well, but 

they have made sure nobody has money.  

A close friend of ours who was extremely wealthy had intended 

building the Darul Uloom Masjid. He managed to do the foundation 

phase but then passed away. He had owned a steel work company. 

When his estate was calculated, he had nothing left, after paying 

the merchants etc. So, one earns a huge salary but then large 

amounts go for taxes and other things. In the end, he does not have 

any money left. This system is very well structured with great 

intelligence behind it. Similarly, the school syllabus has been 

designed with a lot of thought and planning. The subjects have been 

designed to take one away from religion and their culture. As 

Muslims, our culture is our religion. We do not have a separate 

culture as Muslims such as the Indian culture or Malay culture. Our 

culture is Islam and our religion is Islam. They have different 

cultures. They removed all those shackles and they want to enslave 
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us. The name of slavery does not exist, but they have enslaved us in 

various ways.  

The Banking system of today is to enslave people. When we had 

started the Darul Uloom, quite a bit of funds were required, so we 

had to go to a doctor for collection. He had a beautiful double story 

house, a big car, a modern well equipped surgery etc. When he 

explained to us how indebted he was, we felt that we should give 

him all the money which we had collected as he seemed to be more 

in need of funds. A student takes twelve years to finish his schooling 

(till matric), thereafter university would take six to seven years 

(during previous times). Houseman-ship used to take another two 

years which totals to 21 years. An average wealthy person does not 

have the funds to put up a surgery for his son. The newly qualified 

doctor also does not have the funds as he has newly come into the 

field. The easy alternative that is available is bank finance which is 

available to anyone with a doctor’s certificate. This newly qualified 

doctor will now be working for the banking institute. The doctor will 

only be able to draw his expenses. When the doctor has paid for his 

equipment fully, then the equipment are already outdated or 

broken, therefore he will have to purchase new equipment. In this 

way, they make sure that no money remains with you. Similarly, if 

he has an old car, then he has to update his car as a doctor cannot 

drive an old model car as it is a matter of status. A doctor and his 

spouse dress in a certain manner. Their lifestyle has to be in a 

certain manner so they return to the bank for a further loan so that 

they may maintain their standard of living. Again, they will have to 

work for the bank. In this manner their entire life is spent working 

for the bank.  They will keep you happy, but if purchasing a vehicle 

cost three hundred thousand rands, then they will not have the 

funds. They will have to buy it through the bank and start paying 
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again. Our purchases on the credit card are all on budget even 

though we are purchasing trivial things. On budget transactions we 

are charged interest. They are living comfortably without doing 

anything whatsoever living on the interest which they accrue. This is 

their system. 

BARAKAH IS IN BUSINESS 

After visiting the doctor, we went to the shop next door which was 

not lit-up very well. The fixture and fittings were also not up to date. 

We thought we will not get anything here, yet he had given us such 

an amount that we were all surprised. There is a lot of Barakah in 

business. Nabi � is reported to have said, there is a lot of Barakah in 

two things, business and agriculture (farming). Nabi  �  had made 

Dua for these two sectors. In the 90’s we had visited Malaysia and 

visited some of the people there who had explained a few mistakes 

which Malaysians had made. They said, “We had entered the field 

of politics and profession.” The business sector was left open and 

the Chinese came in.  

The man that rules the country is the businessman as he has money. 

The plastic packets that were banned in South Africa, the major 

supermarkets had lobbied the politicians to do so. The 

supermarkets were giving huge amounts of packets free of charge. 

This was a loss for these supermarkets, therefore they lobbied the 

politicians to ban these packets. This was discovered later on that 

the supermarkets were responsible for getting this regulation 

passed .This shows that many laws and regulations which are 

passed by the government are according to the whims of the 

business people, as they got the money such as the mining industry 

etc. Politicians only do what the (business people) have to say. 

Many of them are not in power also. Many governments are put 
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into the government position by other governments and by the 

people of the country. For example, the situation in Zimbabwe is 

not bad because of their fault. There is outside pressure on them. 

These conditions are brought upon them because they are not 

fulfilling the desires of the white people. Idi Ameen (who was a 

good Muslim and had propagated Islam) was in Uganda. He was 

pictured in a bad way and removed. They control all the means 

(Sabab) as far as worldly things are concerned. In Malaysia we were 

told that they had lost their country as they had left the business 

area, but when they realised this, they gradually got back into 

business. The Chinese political party is still very strong and fear still 

exist within the Malaysians that the Chinese will gain power.  

So, the main thing is business. I had a friend who had a son who was 

in grade ten in school. When he reached Standard eight (Grade 10), 

I advised my friend to take him out of school and make him an Alim. 

If not, then take him into your business. His son continued studying 

and today he lost his son completely. He comes crying to me saying 

that if only I had listened to your advice. Today, I have lost my son 

completely. 

SECULAR KNOWLEDGE IS A NECESSITY 

 When a boy is schooling, the knowledge of Dunya (worldly 

knowledge) is a requirement as a person needs to count, multiply, 

divide etc. A person has to know the English language as one has to 

fill in forms, do business transactions. Knowledge of Dunya (the 

world) is according to Dharoorat (necessity). Regarding Dharoorat 

there is a lecture of Hadrat Maulânâ Inaamul Hassan Saheb ˛ in 

which Maulânâ explains, “Dharoorat (necessity) is from the word 

Dharar (Harm). If one does not fulfil his necessity he will be harmed. 

For example, if I have to go to the toilet at this moment, it will be 
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regarded as a Dharoorat. If I do not go, I will mess my trouser and 

make the Masjid Napaak. So, relieving oneself is a necessity that has 

to be fulfilled. One of our Ustaads in Deoband used to say, “If you 

are walking with your water jug and a very senior and dear Ustaad 

has to call you whereas you have an urgent need to relieve yourself, 

then you will not listen to him also.” You won’t even turn around to 

tell him, “Sorry” as every second is valuable when going towards the 

toilet. (In India, there never used to be any water taps or a flush 

system in the toilet, so people had to fetch water from the water 

pump and carry the water to the toilet). Hadrat Mufti Mahmood 

Saheb ˛ used to say, “The toilet is that jail for which you cannot 

even give bail.” So, Dharoorat is that need which has to be fulfilled 

but the Usool (principle) of Dharoorat is, 
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“Necessity is measured to the extent of the necessity.” 

Going to the toilet is a necessity, but a person will only stay in the 

toilet for that duration that is necessary. A person won’t stay in the 

toilet more than the required duration. In America and other places, 

the toilet is called a restroom. Our sheikh (daamat barakaatuhu) 

told Hadrat Meer Saheb that this is a place to rest. He didn’t mean it 

literally. He said it jokingly. The place is so well centred and kept so 

clean also, that one will think it’s a restroom. However, that is not a 

place to take a rest. How many people have “joke books” in the 

toilet and they spend time reading in the toilet? How many people 

have a shelf in the toilet and they have magazines and books in the 

toilet? Whilst in the toilet they are busy reading these books.  

 

The toilet is a place where a person is required to spend sufficient 

time. This is quite important. It should not be such that a person just 

goes in and out. Hakim Yusuf ˛ (who was our Hakim in Hekpoort) 
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used to say, “It is necessary for one to spend sufficient time in the 

toilet.” The time is to allow the waste of the system to come down. 

Today, a person does not have sufficient time to go to the toilet. A 

person is so busy that he hastily enters and exits the toilet. We do 

not allow the system to let out the waste as required.  
 

Another important point is that, it has been scientifically proven 

that the best toilet system for one’s health is the flat pan which is 

the oriental pan. One has to sit in a crouching position in the 

oriental pan. This position is beneficial in releasing the waste out of 

the body. A doctor told me that our industrialised, modern lives are 

such that when a person goes to the toilet to relieve himself, then 

the waste that is let out is not the waste of that time. The waste is 

already a week old. This waste in the stomach is very poisonous. 

The gasses that are formed in the stomach are a great sign of Allah 

�.There is a laboratory that exist in one’s stomach. What 

explosions take place in the stomach? The reaction of the various 

things is unbelievable. The manner in which the intestines have 

been lined in one’s stomach is amazing. The waste of the stomach 

does not mix with other things. If the waste has to mix with other 

things, then one can die as the waste in extremely poisonous. When 

this waste remains in the stomach, then this is the cause of many 

illnesses. Generally, people suffer from constipation nowadays. So 

the crouching position is extremely beneficial when relieving 

oneself.  

 

THE EASTERN TOILET 

Once we were with our Sheikh (daamat barakaatuhu) in Stanger at 

an Alim’s house and Hadhrat needed to use the toilet.  The Alim 

enquired if Hadrat would use the chair toilet referring to the high 
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pan toilet. Hadhrat immediately responded, “I’m not a chairman.” 

Thereafter Hadhrat said, “A person cannot become the chairman of 

an organisation or any institute etc. In this way a person becomes a 

chairman without any election.” A person is all alone here. There is 

no opposition also. This is an unhealthy manner of relieving oneself 

and the most healthy manner is using the flat pan. South African 

Muslims will petition the government that we require flat pan 

toilets at the airports, at Ultra city and we make sure that our 

requests are fulfilled, but in our homes we all fit high pan toilets. 

There used to be a time when our Masjids only had flat toilets. 

Thereafter, due to necessity we had one or two high pan toilets 

installed.  

A good friend of mine Maulânâ Haroon Abbas Umar Saheb, had 

gone in Jamaat during the school holidays. They were at Westville 

Masjid. There was only one or two high pan toilets and the 

remainder of the toilets was flat pans. None of the students used 

the flat pan toilet. We face the very same problem at home when 

guests come. The children don’t use the flat pan toilets. Nowadays, 

many Masajid have more of the high pan toilets than low pan 

toilets. The time must not come when all the flat pan toilets are 

removed and only high pan toilets are installed. Also, we insist that 

the Masjid must have flat pan toilets, yet we have high pan toilets at 

home. Generally the houses have two toilets. One is an en-suite and 

one is the common toilet. The en-suite toilet will be a high pan 

which is used regularly. The common toilet which is not used 

regularly will be a flat pan. This means that if any guests come, they 

must get the impression that we utilise the flat pan whereas the 

high pan is hidden and the guests do not see the high pan. These 

aspects require rectification. The flat pan toilet is the closest to the 

Sunnah although it’s not the actual Sunnah.  
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Once a student came to the office in the beginning stages (of the 

Darul Uloom) and said that we should run the Madrasah according 

to Sunnah. I said, “That is our desire as well”. Where is the 

problem? What is wrong? He mentioned a few things. I then told 

him that you should not use the toilets that are in your boarding 

room from tomorrow. We have a large veld here and the actual 

Sunnah is to go to the veld. One will have a major problem looking 

for a veld in Bombay, Karachi or England. One can only learn Sunnah 

when he stays with the experts of Sunnah who are the true Buzurgs, 

else he will destroy himself.  

If a person reads Kitaabs and he wants to follow Sunnah according 

to the Kitaabs then such a person will kill himself. For example, a 

person from India went to London in the early days. He stayed in 

the hotel and he liked the hotel room. He had encountered one 

problem, and that was there was no place to relieve himself. The 

toilet which was located in the hotel room was foreign to him, 

therefore he could not understand that this was a toilet. After much 

contemplation, he relieved himself in his socks as he had an urge to 

relieve himself. After relieving himself, he had to get rid of that filth 

so he saw a park and thought of throwing it into the park, as he was 

in a habit of going to open fields to relieve himself. So, how was he 

going to throw the socks from his hotel room to the park? 

Nevertheless, when he swung it, the impurity went all over the 

room. (onto the ceilings , walls and carpets etc.) Now, he had a 

major problem, so he phoned room service. When an attendant 

arrived, he told the person, “I’ll give you five pounds to clean up the 

mess but do not expose it to anyone.” This person looked at 

everything for twenty minutes and then said, “I’ll give you twenty 

pounds but you tell me how you had managed to relieve yourself 

there.”  
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Nevertheless, the actual Sunnah is to go to the fields and relieve 

oneself, but this is not practical here. Ulema have said that the en-

suite is also proven as a Sunnah as Nabi � kept a pot under his bed 

and he would relieve himself in the bedroom when weather 

conditions and health conditions did not permit him to go out. So, 

one can use the en-suite when necessary. We still remember those 

days when the toilets were half a mile away from the house at the 

furthest end of the yard as the smells are unhealthy. So, the correct 

manner is to use the flat pan toilet, therefore we should bring 

ourselves to use the flat plan and bring our children up using the flat 

pan as well. The flat pan is beneficial for one’s health and it’s closest 

to Sunnah. In 1972 or so, the first Ijtima of Europe was held in 

Sheffield. Haji Bhai Padia ˛ also attended, but the municipality 

would not permit flat plan toilets. They could not conceive the idea 

of a flat toilet. They had begun installing the high pan for the Ijtima 

so Haji Bhai Padia ˛ objected to it. He decided to speak to the 

municipal people in his own simple straight forward manner. He 

never had any sophisticated way of expressing himself with big 

words and big arguments. He explained to the people that the 

principle of the high pan toilet is “one for me, one for you” meaning 

that you drop something down and it splashes something up, 

therefore this toilet is more dirty. The oriental pan does not splash 

any water (impurity). The water that splashes is mixed with urine 

and the urine is full of acid especially if a person is unhealthy and his 

urine is strong in colour. Sometimes, the smell is strong and the 

chemical it contains is very unhealthy.  

A GREAT FAVOUR 

Islam has done us such a great favour that we have been taught 

how to make Istinja. The correct method of Istinja is that we should 
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make Istibraa (to slightly press the penis to ensure that urine drops 

are removed) and one should use sand as well, as sand contains 

chemicals. A German doctor who was impressed with Islam read the 

Hadith in which Nabi � is reported to have said that when a dog 

licks something (such as a utensil etc.), then the item should be 

washed seven times and the seventh time, sand should be used as 

part of the cleaning process. So the doctor was wondering as to 

what was the reason behind this? He then researched and had 

discovered that the chemical that is used to kill germs is found in 

sand. He was shocked that this prescription was given by Nabi � 

1400 years ago. If Nabi � went into the nitty-gritty of chemicals 

1400 years ago then nobody would have understood, so Nabi � had 

issued a simple instruction that one should use sand. Using (dhela) 

lumps of soil for Istinja is good, else one can use tissue paper and 

make sure that not a single drop of urine remains behind. 

Thereafter, one should use water to wash oneself.  

What a great favour Islam has done to us? There are those people 

who stand and urinate, and whilst the drops are still dripping they 

zip up their clothing. The impurity has remained in their clothing 

and their body. A research has been conducted in the African 

countries and it was discovered that 60% of the people that 

undergo circumcision are protected from “Aids”. When a man does 

not circumcise then the impurity remains in the foreskin. When he 

circumcises and istinja is correctly done, then one is protected from 

so many diseases.  

A friend of ours has an outfitting shop in Warmbaths (Bela Bela) and 

there are natural springs in this place. He says an old lady who is a 

Nanima (maternal grandmother) came to his store and asked for a 

bikini. He said, “You are a Nanima and you want a bikini?” She said, 

“They are not allowing me to go into the pool with the Burqa.” So 
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you have to dress (in an indecent manner) to gain access to the 

pools. Another friend explained to us that the water in the pool at 

Warmbaths is shining blue and looks beautiful. However, when a 

test was conducted they had found 60% urine in the water, and this 

is the urine of people that drink wine and eat swine. All urine is 

Napaak (impure), but the urine will be worse if the food consumed 

is worse. This is harmful for one, but they kept the water shining 

with chemicals. Whilst swimming, water does enter one’s system via 

the mouth etc. In the process, there are impurities entering the 

body.  

When making Istinja we use water to wash ourselves which is the 

best anti-septic. There is nothing equivalent to water. Allah’s system 

is that water is required for Wudhu, Ghusl, washing the car, washing 

the floor. For all forms of washing, water is required as water is the 

best purifier and cleanser. Allah � has kept such chemicals in 

water. When using a high pan toilet, it is absolutely difficult at times 

to get your hand into the pan to wash yourself as the pan is very 

narrow. Sometimes a person relieves himself without messing, but 

at other times a person messes his entire back especially when the 

waste is in liquid form. It is very difficult to get one’s hand in (to 

wash all the impurities properly) whilst sitting on the high pan. We 

don’t say that it is impossible but it is really difficult. When using a 

flat pan it is easy (to wash), as the hand reaches all the body parts 

which are exposed.  

Anyway, our system is that we use water. They (Kuffar) method is to 

use tissue paper and do not clean themselves with tissue paper, 

rather they polish themselves. The impurity sometimes is liquid, 

sometimes hard, sometimes mild etc., when one wipes himself with 

tissue paper, then he polishes his entire bottom and then they go 

into the bath tub to bath. The entire family then share the same 
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water in order to save water, therefore the water is not changed. 

They are given proper guidance that they should use the same 

water. No matter how well a person cleaned himself with paper, 

there is still filth left on the body to such an extent that the effect of 

urine is also left behind. Then they go into the bath tub with the 

remains of impurity and they lay there, so the impurity that was in 

one area has now spread throughout the body and the body is now 

covered with all the filth and dirt. Unfortunately, this is the western 

system and it comes with language. Since we left our language of 

Gujrati, the English language has brought this effect over the years. 

Now we all prefer the high pan and it is impossible for our children 

to think of the flat pan.The children want a high pan. The procedure 

is simple, when a mother does potty training, she should train the 

children on the flat pan and the children will get used to it.  

My Ustaad, Hafez Muhammad Salloo Saheb ˛ used to say, “If you 

plant weeds, you will not expect roses to grow.” A good friend of 

mine who was an Alim had once requested me to make Dua that his 

son becomes an Alim and Hafiz. I told him you have named all your 

children after our Buzurgs, but not a single Buzurg had dressed in 

jeans and T-shirt as your sons have dressed, and the takkies which 

your son is wearing was not worn by the Buzurgs. When the 

children are wearing such clothing and growing up then how can 

you have these expectations? You are planting weeds! If you have 

liquor and you label it as “apple juice”, it will remain liquor. The 

contents will not change to apple juice as the actual liquid that is in 

the bottle is liquor. If one labels pork as “Halaal Pork” the reality will 

not change and the pork will never become Halaal. Interest is 

Haraam, yet it’s called Islamic banking. The name change will never 

make it Halaal. Nowadays, we are fooled. 
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THE HALAAL SIGNAGE 
 

 A white Afrikaner person in the Free State had put up a Halaal 

board on his store. As a result, a Muslim person bought food from 

him. They asked him, “What is the meaning of Halaal?” He replied, 

“I don’t know, but my turnover has increased since I put up the 

Halaal sign.” A Muslim is content when he sees a Halaal sign. It 

doesn’t really matter whether the item is Halaal or not. The Halaal 

symbol works like a Taweez (in attracting customers).  

We started from schooling and then we discussed the adverse effect 

which Western culture has had on us. This is very dangerous. We 

had given up our language. I still recall the time when we had a 

strong link with our Gaam (villages) in India. People use to go and 

spend six months or three months in their villages. Nowadays, there 

are people who haven’t even seen their villages. Some people hire a 

taxi from Bombay and then take a round in the village and depart 

without spending anytime in the village. We have cut ourselves 

from our roots, our language and families. This will not stop. May 

Allah � protect us, the time must not come that we cut ourselves 

from our religion also. Few years ago, a mother had told her child 

that a certain sweet was Haraam. The child said, “If the sweet is 

Haraam I don’t want to be a Muslim.” Little do we realise that we 

regard certain things as small but they are great in the sight of Allah 

�. 
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These little things will lead to big things. It should not happen that 

such a time dawns upon us. Many people could not stay away from 

the World Cup. When Dajjal makes its appearance, then people will 

have to chain their women. Today, men have to be chained, but 
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when Dajjal appears then women will have to be chained. The 

attraction will be absolutely great in that time. Today, women get 

attracted to those items that carry brand names, fashionable items, 

singers, film stars. When this is the condition of good people, then 

how will we be able to restrain ourselves when the Dajjal appears? 

We cannot restrain ourselves from TV to such an extent that when 

there is a World Cup carrying on in another part of the world, then 

we get up in the middle of the night to watch the match. It is 

important that we restrain ourselves and we got to stick to our 

roots and come to our own system and maintain our way of life else 

the dangers are very great. May Allah � give the Taufeeq to 

understand! 

 We started with Shakespeare and that is a system which we don’t 

understand and they are drawing us with the temptation of Dunya. 

May Allah � protect us, give us good understanding. It is Fardh 

upon the parent to bring up their children (correctly) and that is a 

great Amaanat (trust) in our hands. These children will carry our 

names and eventually the great banner of Islam. If they are not 

strong enough, how will they do it? They will get washed away. 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT FOR A HANAFI 

Coming back to the topic, according to Imaam Abu Hanifa ˛ the 

right of the Quraan Sharif is that a person should make two Khatms 

of the Quraan Sharif in a year. One Khatm of the Quraan Sharif 

should be done in Ramdaan and one Khatm should be completed in 

the remainder of the year. This is the minimum requirement. Many 

people feel that I recite Surah Yaseen, Surah Mulk, then this is 

regarded as Tilawat. The recitation of these Surahs are regarded as 

Wazaa’if (certain surah’s of the Quraan and Dua’s that are recited 

daily). Wazaa’if are also important. Buzurgs have written, 
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“A person that does not have a set of Wazaa’if (to recite daily) then 

such a person will not be inspired.” 

When a person is punctual with his Ma’moolat, recitation of 

Quraan, morning and evening Dua’s etc., then Allah will inspire such 

a person. Surah Yaseen, Surah Mulk, Surah Alif Laam Meem Sajda is 

not part of one’s Tilawaat.  These are Awraad and Wazaaif. Tilawaat 

means that a person recites from the beginning of the Quraan Sharif 

according to one’s ability with regularity till the end of the Quraan in 

the Arabic language. We should make sure that our tongues move 

during recitation. Eye reading and listening is not sufficient. It’s 

good to listen to “Para a day” or a cassette or CD in order to 

improve our reading, but this is not Tilawaat.  

An average Muslim should complete at least one Khatm in a year. 

However, Buzurgs have prescribed one Para daily for those that 

have taken Bay’at at the hands of a Sheikh. If we are not regular 

with our Tilawaat, then we should start with little until we reach a 

Para a day and a hafiz should recite three Para’s a day. If the one 

Para is read according to the Islamic dates, then we will remember 

the Islamic dates as well. If the month consists of 29 days then one 

can recite one Para extra on a specific day or one and a quarter 

Para’s for four days. If a person reads a khatm in a year, then he will 

be required to recite approximately two pages daily which can be 

recited in 3 minutes. Who can say that I do not have 3 min to spare 

for the recitation of the Quraan Sharif?  

May Allah � grant us all the ability to practice and may Allah � 

accept from us. Aameen 
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The Following is a Summarised Transcript of a Majlis 

Delivered by Hazrat Maulana Abdul Hamid Sahib (dâmat 

barakâtuhum) during Hifz Quran Completion in Ladysmith 

ADVICES ON THE OCCASION OF HIFZUL QURAN 

KHATAM 

 ��مد هللا منd¹ �~لق من عد' ثم ���مد هللا �&% �سال' * عبا,+ ��ين �صط%

Qختا9 � �لقد' موال` صل �سلم ,�ئما �بد�  �لصلوº� *  * * خ�   9سولك حبيبك

م ,�ئما �بد� * بش� نذير ½مد� موال` صل ¼سلم ,�ئما �بد� *  يا  �9 صل �سل �~لق «هم

طه سيد �ºرسلj بلغ سالÂ �9ضة فيها ��º� Àح¿' يا خ� من ,فنت بالقا¾ �عظمه فطا� 

من طيبهن �لقا¾ ��الكم Æ�9 �لفد�d  لق¦ �نت ساكنه فيه �لعفاÅ �فيه �Äو, ��لكر' هو 

و6 من �الهو�6 مقتحم يا �9 بلغ باºصط% مقاصدنا ��بيب ��` ترÈ شفاعته لÇ ه

�عوZ من �لشيطا� �لرجيم  ��غفر �ا ما م� يا ��سع �لكر' �ما بعد فقد قا6 �هللا تبا89 �تعا;

 Å�Ê� �� هللا عليه �سلم� Ëن  علم �لقر��  �قا6 9سو6 �هللا ص�ن �لرحيم �لر�بسم �هللا �لر

 Cلة �لقر�� �قائم �لليل + صد� µهللا موالنا �لعظيم�م� 

ALWAYS BE GRATEFUL TO ALLAH TA’ALA 

Firstly, we are thankful to Allah � that we have been given the 

opportunity to attend a Hifz graduation on a Sunday morning.  A 

person comes to these gatherings only through invitation and 

Taufeeq of Allah �. There is great enjoyment in being present in 

the house of one’s beloved. 

If a person steals a chocolate and eats it, then he will not derive 

much enjoyment. If he buys a chocolate, then he would derive 

enjoyment, but if a beloved sends you a chocolate, then you will eat 

that chocolate with relish and great enjoyment. So, we have come 
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to the house of the Beloved by His invitation for a special occasion. 

We have come here to witness a great miracle. If we had heard that 

a certain Buzurg or Maulana is flying in the air, everyone will come 

to witness the occasion as this is a Karamat (miracle). In reality this 

is not a great Karamat, as a fly also flies in the air, a mosquito also 

flies in the air. Similarly if a person walks on water, we will regard it 

as a great miracle whereas fish are swimming in water all the time. 

These are no achievements. Committing the Quraan Sharif to 

memory is regarded as a miracle especially when memorised by a 

child that is a non-Arab. Even an Arab child of this age will not be 

able to understand the Quraan Sharif. Great Ulema and linguists of 

the Arabic language cannot understand the meaning of the Quraan 

Sharif, yet these little children have committed the Quraan to 

memory. This is a great miracle which Allah � has called us to 

witness which we should appreciate.  

DESIRE TO HAVE NEW THINGS ALL THE TIME 

Similarly the Quraan Sharif is recited in the month of Ramdaan. We 

should have a good reciter of the Quraan Sharif so that we enjoy the 

Taraweeh. However, we shouldn’t be looking for new reciters all the 

time. Unfortunately we have the tendency of looking for new things 

all the time. This tendency should also be kept under control. If a 

person has an old wife, he shouldn’t go around looking for a new 

wife. He should consider the fact that this wife had served me 

throughout her life, so now he should be loyal and faithful to her. 

A certain Maulana used to deliver lectures. One person told the 

Maulana that you repeat your lectures all the time by speaking on 

the virtues Quraan Sharif, fasting, Salaah etc. You should choose a 

new topic for today’s lecture. We have the same old breakfast 

which we were having for many years, in fact, a husband tells the 
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wife to cook the egg the manner his mother used to cook the eggs. 

So the Maulana told the people, “Now stop eating the rice, mutton, 

chicken, eggs, etc. that you have been eating for many years, start 

eating grass and stones as this is a new menu.” So a person 

naturally has many desires, but it has to be controlled as many of 

these desires are impermissible. 

Hadrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi Rahmatullahi Alaihi has 

mentioned, 

�%& 
 '() '* �+ �, �- ./) 0�� 

The intelligence of a person should control the temperament of a 

person 

The desires of a person should be controlled by the brains. We have 

a desire and a liking towards many things, yet we do not fulfil these 

desires. For example, a person is busy in the business during the 

December period, but he has desire is to go fishing, He will not close 

the business to fulfil this desire. So here a person will use his brains 

and control his desire. We tell our children to use their brains as 

well when they want to do certain things. 

   ��� , +� �12 - /�.) 0�� 

Shariat should control your brains 

Control your brains with the commands of Allah and Rasulullah �. 

The advice of Hadrat Maulana is applicable to us in this time and 

age. He didn’t say that Quraan and Hadith should control your 

brains, even though Shariat is from Quraan and Hadith. We should 

not become Mujtahideen and deduce laws from Quraan and Hadith 

as the doors of Ijtihaad are closed. The laws have already been 

deduced for us. There is no need to invent the wheel again as the 
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wheel has already been invented.  Shariat is already prepared for us, 

thus there is no need for us to deduce Masaa’il of Deen. May Allah 

� reward the four Imaams of Fiqh who have done the work for us 

and nobody can reach their wisdom, level of knowledge, Taqwa, 

Ibaadat, abstinence from the world. 

ON THE OCCASION OF KHATME-QURAAN, DUAS ARE 

ACCEPTED! 

This is an occasion when Dua’s are accepted therefore make Dua for 

our Sheikh (daamat barakaatuhu), all those that are ill and all those 

facing problems of any nature whatsoever. We should make Dua for 

the Ummat that is suffering in Palestine, Syria, Afghanistan and 

other parts of the world. This is an occasion of happiness as these 

youngsters are completing the Quraan, but this is also an occasion 

to cry before Allah � and make Dua. 

DEMISE OF A GREAT ALIM 

Also, Hadrat Maulana Abdur Rahim Saheb of Chipata has passed 

away, who was a Khalifah of Sheikh-Ul-Hadith Hadrat Maulana 

Muhammad Zakariyya Saheb (rahimahullâh). We should make Dua 

for him as well. Hadrat Maulana has done great work in Zambia 

amongst the local people to such an extent that even the locals 

speak Urdu. May Allah � reward him and grant him the highest 

stages in Jannat Firdous and grant Sabr to his family and all those 

connected to him. We are also on the same path and we also have 

to prepare for our death. Whenever we hear of the death of 

somebody, we should take a lesson that this could have been my 

Janazah and I could have been given Ghusl. I could have been placed 

in the Qabr, therefore we should prepare for death. 
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THE MOST FOOLISH PERSON 

During the rule of Haroun-Ar-Rasheed who was a righteous and 

pious person, there lived a Majzoob by the named Bahlool. 

(Majzoob is that person who we would term as a man with a few 

screws that are loose, yet they hold a very high status in the sight of 

Allah �). On one occasion the king Haroun-Ar-Rasheed had given 

him his walking stick and told him to give this stick to the most 

foolish person that he meets. Every person he found was more 

foolish than the previous one so he did not hand over the stick to 

anyone. After a period of time had elapsed, he heard that the king is 

terminally ill, so he decided to visit the king. He asked the king, 

“When undertaking your worldly journeys, did you make any 

preparations such as arrangements for meals, accommodation, 

security etc. prior to your journey?”  The king replied in the 

affirmative. He then asked the king, “Did you make any 

arrangements for your travel to the hereafter? The king replied in 

the negative. Bahlool said, “I find you to be the most foolish person 

therefore I am handing over the stick to you.” What preparation 

have we made for the A’khirat?  

The Afrikaners, whilst ruling this country had given the homelands 

to the indigenous people but they never secured a homeland for 

themselves. Governorship is no longer in their control, so now they 

are crying for a homeland in the Free State province yet they never 

secured a homeland when they had an opportunity. We should not 

be more foolish. We also have governorship today, as we have 

control of our lives. If we do not prepare for the A’khirat and only 

prepare for the temporary worldly life from which we will depart, 

then we are also foolish.  

PREPARATION FOR THE HEREAFTER 
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When the doctor notices that the pulse has stopped, he will have to 

write a death certificate. We should all take a lesson from the way 

in which our Sheikh (daamat barakaatuhu) explains death. 

34 5�� 6��78�) -� �9� �6�  �:! 
Death has come and caused the conscious people to become 

unconscious 

One person was once playing tennis, hitting aces. All of a sudden, 

death had approached and left him lifeless. One friend of ours that 

was aged forty owned a construction company. He was busy getting 

work done, purchasing properties. He had undertaken a journey 

overseas and spent a night in the hotel, never to rise again. 

���� �� ��� �	
 ���� 
Death had silenced the uproar of life 

Now a person cannot even sign documents any longer.  A person is 

unable to answer “Yes” or “No”. Hadrat (daamat barakaathu) has 

also mentioned a beautiful poem in regards to the grave. 

�� ��� ��� �� ���� ��������� 

Thanks to all those that have brought me to the Qabr 

��������������� !��"��#��$��%�& 
 

From this point we will have to travel on our own 

You take your passenger to the airport and thereafter he travels by 

himself. In the previous days the Hajis used to depart for Haj from 

the Rand airport in Johannesburg and the Hajis could be 

accompanied till the staircase of the plane. Nowadays you can only 

go up to the check-in point. Once the passenger reaches security 

point, they are on their own and are required to take care of 

everything by themselves. Similarly at the time of death, we give 

Ghusl to the deceased, enshroud the deceased and take the 
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deceased to the Qabr, thereafter the deceased are on their own. 

The actual journey starts from this point where the immigration, 

customs, etc. will be done. Hadrat Meer Saheb put the above words 

of Hadrat into poetic form, 

78���;��5��<�����=���>?
 

    78���@��A����:��BC���D����?
 

That world which we will leave forever 

And never ever return to 

When we placed in the grave, we are placed in the grave which is 

called Shiq or Lahd. Lahd is that grave which has an incision wherein 

the deceased is placed.  Shiq Qabr is that grave where the deceased 

are placed in the middle of the grave and planks are used to cover 

the body of the deceased and thereafter sand is thrown over the 

planks. If there is any gap remaining then it is filled with mud or 

grass. In this way the deceased is completely sealed off. In this way 

there is no chance for the deceased to return to the world. 

�EFG��H���7I����J�KL
 

J��78M������N�����=���O�?
 

The saint of the time (our Sheikh D.B) says, 

How can you attach yourself to such a world? 

 

WHO IS AN INTELLIGENT PERSON? 

We should not fool ourselves by building houses, investing in 

various investment schemes, swimming pools, tennis courts, etc. 

whilst we are oblivious of our A’khirah. Rasulullah � is reported to 

have said, 

���� ���	� 
�� ���� �� ������� �	�� ��� �� ���� 
�� ��� ��  !"��#� $%�  
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Rasulullah � was that personality that was blessed with the 

knowledge of mankind and he declares that a wise and intelligent 

person is one who suppresses his soul and prepares for the life after 

death, and a foolish person is one who follows his whims and 

desires yet he has great hope in Allah �.  

 

Therefore we should not think that we are very wise by making a lot 

of money and having a lot of investments. May Allah � grant us the 

Taufeeq to prepare for the hereafter! Also, keep two points in our 

mind all the time during the course of today’s talk. 

��P��J��78Q������	�? 
 

“One day we will definitely have to die.” 

��P��J��78�R������S��-��T������	�? & 
  
“One day the deceased will definitely be lowered into the grave.” 

��P��UV��W���U:��X 

“As we lived our lives, so will we be rewarded without any doubt.”  

J��Y��Z��J��Y��[��\���5�:�����]F��E& ? )  
\���5�Q�����]F��E  

If you do not believe, act and see the consequences 

Jannat and Jahannam are realities, 

If you still do not believe then die and see the reality. 

 

THE REWARD MENTIONED IN THE HADITH IS PROMISED ON 

FULFILLING THE CONDITIONS OUTLINED IN AHADITH 

When students graduate as Huffaz of the Quraan and girls become 

Alimas, the reward and virtue is not on the completion but on the 

condition that is attached. Those Ahadith wherein the condition is 
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not mentioned, it was left out due to brevity as the condition was 

mentioned in other Ahadith. The condition is that the life of the 

Hafiz must correspond with the Quraan Sharif. It should not be such 

that a boy becomes a Hafiz-Ul-Quraan, yet he is shaving his beard, 

wearing T-shirts and jeans. He is not regular with his Salaah and 

living the life of the non-Muslims. The virtues of Hifz are not 

applicable to such a Hafiz. 

Rasulullah � is reported to have said, 

!%� �� &� '() ��*+��& 

The Quraan will be a proof in favour of you or against you. 

The Quraan will be against a person, if his life is not according to the 

Quraan. If one has graduated as an Alim, Hafiz, Alima, etc. yet he 

has not adopted a life in accordance to that reasonably, then the 

virtue will not apply to such a person. Similarly if a person is only 

teaching Quraan to make a student a Hafiz or an Alim, but pays no 

attention to the Tarbiyat and upbringing of that student, then we 

will say that Maulana had dedicated his entire life to the Quraan, 

but it should not happen that it is Zero in the court of Allah �. 

ADVICE OF HADRAT MAULANA MASEEHULLAH 

SAHEB (RAHIMAHULLÂH) 

Before coming to Azaadville, I had lived in Germiston. On one 

occasion Hadrat Maulana Maseehullah Saheb (rahimahullâh) was 

visiting us. We used to teach the children in the back of the Masjid 

on the mezzanine floor. Hadrat came there and listened to the kids. 

Whilst we were walking, I told Hadrat, “Make Dua that Allah � 

makes these children Huffaz of the Quraan Sharif.”  Hadrat placed 

his hand on my shoulder and turned me towards him in order to 

draw my undivided attention. Thereafter, with calculated words and 
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in a measured tone, he told me, “Molvi Saheb, It is not Fardh 

(compulsory) to be a Hafiz of the Quraan Sharif, but it is Fardh to be 

pious.” (i.e. to become an obedient servant of Allah and virtuous). 

Effort also has to be made in this regard and results are in the hands 

of Allah �. So with the knowledge of Quraan, the Amal (practical 

life) must also be found reasonably as no person can be perfect. 

HONOURABLE TITLES BESTOWED TO VARIOUS PEOPLE 

The Hafiz-Ul-Quraan has been bestowed with an honourable title 

from Allah �. Many people are given honourable titles and 

doctorates in various fields, yet these people have not written the 

exam. The title was merely given in honour of that person. Similarly 

Hafiz is the quality of Allah � alone (i.e. the protector of the Quraan 

Sharif). However, these two young boys have completed their Hifz, 

so we will refer to them as Hâfiz so and so. This is actually an 

honorary title bestowed from the side of Allah �.  

The term Maulana is a title of Allah � as mentioned in the Quraan 

Sharif, "����� ��	"  but the student that graduates as an Alim is 

referred to as Maulana. This is also an honorary title. The same 

applies to a Mufti as well. Allah � says in the Quraan, 

 

��يستفتونك F �لنساd قل �هللا ففتيكم فيهن ْ ُ

ِ
ِ

ُ َ

ِ

ْ ُْ ُ َ َ

ِ

ُ �

ِ

َ
َ ْ

َ 

They (the Sahaaba) seek from you (O Muhammad �) a ruling that 

concerns women. Tell them that Allah � will give them a ruling. 

So the real Mufti is only Allah �, but Allah � grants an honorary 

title to the students that qualifies as a Mufti. Qâri is only Allah � 

but in honour of the Qâri, the student gets the title of Qâri. Our 

belief is that Allah alone is the doer of everything but there are 

means that have been kept in place. We make an effort in our 
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shops, farms, factories, etc. but our conviction is that Allah � is the 

provider. Similarly Allah � uses the Hafiz-Ul-Quraan to protect the 

Quraan as a means, but the actual protector is Allah � alone. 

�نا �ن نز�ا ��كر ��نا � �افظو�
َ
ُ َ

ِ

َ

َ

ُ َ َ َ

َ ْ� �

ِ

� ْ
� ُ ْ
َ

ِ
 

Verily We have revealed the Quraan Sharif and We are the 

protectors of the Quraan. 

FAMILY MEMBERS OF ALLAH � 

In the Hadith Sharif Rasulullah � is reported to have said, 

 �� هللا �هلj من ��اc قيل من هم يا 9سو6 �هللاÌ �هل �لقر�� هم �هل �هللا �خاصته

Verily Allah � has family members amongst the people. He � was 

asked, “Who are the family members of Allah amongst the people, O 

messenger of Allah �?” He � replied, “They are the people of the 

Quraan. They are the families of Allah and His special servants.” 

This does not mean that Allah � has family as we have families. 

What is meant is that family members are close to each other. If a 

close family member (upon whom the women are not required to 

make Purda) enters the house, then he is free to move around and 

talk to the womenfolk etc. as he is a family man and a Mahram. This 

is the closeness that Allah � is referring to. This is a great honour 

for the Hafiz-Ul-Quraan. However we should remember that this is 

for that Hafiz that acts reasonably upon the Quraan Sharif as we are 

not angels that are 100% perfect. 

Up to this very day, there are those people that sin and feel guilty 

upon committing sins. In the Hadith Sharif it is mentioned that 

when a hypocrite commits a sin, it is like a fly that sat on him and he 

moved it so it flew away. How many of us are not regular with our 

Faraaidh, we do not fulfil our duties to Allah � and it does not 

matter to us. When a Muslim sins, then it is like a mountain that has 
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fallen upon him. When he feels the guilt, then he should look at the 

face of a Hafiz-Ul-Quraan, as this will serve as a solution. The anger 

of Allah � will subside and Allah � will be totally pleased with a 

person in-spite of him sinning. This prescription is found in the 

Hadith Sharif. This is the status of the face of a Hafiz-Ul-Quraan that 

acts upon Shariah. 

TAHAJJUD SALAAH 
The Hafiz-Ul-Quraan should reasonably perform Tahajjud Salaah 

also (Qiyaamul Layl). I will elaborate on this point for the benefit of 

all of us. Let us not just listen to it for information but we should act 

upon it as well. Salaatut Tahajjud is one of the easiest Salaah to be 

performed. However Shaytaan puts the thought into our minds that 

how are you going to perform Tahajjud Salaah whereas you do not 

even perform your five daily Salaah? We regard Tahajjud Salaah for 

those that are exceptionally pious, or those that are retired, or the 

elderly people that are suffering from insomnia. It has been written 

in the biography of many Buzurgs that they were punctual with their 

Tahajjud Salaah from the young age of four or five till their ripe old 

age of eighty and ninety. It is so easy that the weak, healthy, young, 

old can all perform their Tahajjud Salaah.  

TIME OF TAHAJJUD 
Allama Ibn Abideen Shaami (rahimahullâh) is that personality who is 

a senior Hanafi Mufti from whose works the Hanafi Muftis pass their 

Fatawa. He had used the words of the Hadith to explain the Mas’ala 

of Tahajjud. 

 _ ما صË بعد �لعشاd فهو من �لليل قبل ��و' قبل نصف �لليل

Any Nafil Salaah that is performed after Esha is regarded as 

Qiyaamul Layl. 
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Many people have the misconception that a person has to sleep in 

order to perform Tahajjud Salaah. No, Tahajjud Salaah can be 

performed before sleeping and before half the night elapses.  

The time of Tahajjud and Witr is the same. What time can Witr 

Salaah be performed?  After Esha Salaah! Generally we perform our 

Witr Salaah after performing our Esha Salaah, and in the month of 

Ramdaan we perform our Witr Salaah after Taraweeh Salaah in 

Jamaat.  We are performing our Witr Salaah after Esha as the time 

of Witr and Tahajjud have already set in. The Esha Salaah comprises 

of the four Fardh and the two Sunnat of Esha. Once a person has 

completed the four Fardh and two Sunnah, the time of Tahajjud has 

commenced. 

In one Hadith it is mentioned that we should perform the Tahajjud 

Salaah prior to the performance of Witr Salaah, and this was the 

practice of Rasulullah �.  Once we have performed our Esha Salaah 

and the two Sunnah that follows, we should perform at least two 

Rakaats of Tahajjud Salaah, even though we recite short Surahs and 

perform it in the sitting position. Today we have patented certain 

Surahs such as Surah Asr and Surah Kauthar which we recite in 

every Salaah. If we recite these short Surahs of the Quraan then also 

tahajjud will be completed. Thereafter, we should perform the Witr 

Salaah. By doing so, we have acted upon another Sunnah. This is 

very easy for us whilst we are in the Masjid as we are still in the 

state of Wudhu and in the correct environment. This should be a 

regular practice for a Hafiz-Ul-Quraan. 

Our Sheikh (daamat barakaatuhu) likens the Tahajjud Salaah after 

Esha Salaah to dhâr roti which is simple food and the Tahajjud that 

is performed at three o’ clock in the morning to biryani. Hadrat 

explains that one should not leave his dhâr roti in the hope of eating 
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Biryani. If perchance you miss your biryani, you will remain hungry. 

So, eat your dhâr roti after Esha, and if your eyes open in the early 

hours of the morning, then eat your biryani as well. Another simple 

manner of understanding this point is that we have a starter pack 

for our cell phones. These starter are given free of charge. Similarly 

the Tahajjud Salaah that is performed after Esha Salaah is like the 

starter pack which is given free of charge. You have performed your 

Esha Salaah, so you don’t have to perform a fresh Wudhu, or wake 

up in the middle of the night when you will be feeling groggy, etc. 

Performing Tahajjud at three o’ clock is like being on contract. If a 

wealthy person is on contract then he shouldn’t downgrade to 

prepaid. Those that are not on contract should start with a starter 

pack. We have seen many of our friends that started with a starter 

pack, and eventually went onto contract; Allah � had blessed them 

with the Taufeeq of performing Tahajjud at three o’ clock in the 

morning. 

VIRTUES OF TAHAJJUD 

What are the virtues of Tahajjud Salaah? In one Hadith four great 

virtues have been mentioned. The first virtue is that it is ",-�.�� /��"  

(the practice of the pious people). Our Sheikh explains this 

beautifully. There is a register kept by Allah � from the time of 

Adam � till the day of Qiyamah in which the names of the pious 

have been recorded. A person that performs two Rakaats of 

Tahajjud after Esha Salaah will have the good fortune of entering his 

name in this register. Indeed this is a great honour. We do not 

require our name in the Guinness book of records. A great benefit 

of being from amongst the pious is that every person that performs 

Salaah in the world makes Dua for the pious (in his Salaah). We 

should understand that there are millions of people that are 
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performing Salaah at every moment due to the different time zones 

in the world. We will be performing Zuhr Salaah in South Africa very 

shortly, but in another part of the world Esha is taking place. At 

another place, Fajr will be taking place. Cairo is a city of thousand 

Minarats. How many Azaans are taking place and how many 

Salaahs? Think of cities such as Bombay, Karachi, Kuala Lampur, 

Java, Indonesia, Jakata, Africa etc! How many Muslims are there in 

the world? Some people are performing their Salaah in the 

aeroplanes; some in the jungles, cities, ships etc. and all are making 

Dua for the pious in their Salaah. How? Every person recites the 

following Dua in Tashahhud, 

jلسال' علينا �* عبا, �هللا �لصا�� 

Peace be upon us and the pious servants of Allah �. 

By performing these two Rakaats a person has qualified as a pious 

servant of Allah �. A certain person is making Dua for you by 

performing Salaah, even though he is having a dispute with you. He 

is taking you to court in a certain matter, yet he is making Dua for 

you in Salaah without even realising it. This is the value of two 

Rakaats of Tahajjud. 

The second benefit of Tahajjud Salaah, 

 قربة لكم عند 9بكم

It is a means of gaining closeness to your Rabb 

The one who performs Tahajjud becomes a “VVIP” by Allah � and 

not just a “VIP.” When a VIP passenger disembarks from an aircraft, 

then a person is waiting with a board with the name of the 

passenger in order to receive him. The passenger is then directed to 

the “VIP lounge.” At the “VIP lounge” the passenger enjoys ice-

cream, juices, fruits, etc. at no charge whatsoever. This person will 

then take you passport, baggage tags, etc. and get immigration and 
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customs sorted out for you. He will then bring all your belongings to 

you and inform you that the VIP vehicle is now ready to take you to 

your destination. Millions of people of this Ummat will receive VVIP 

treatment in the court of Allah � on the day of Qiyamah. Amongst 

these people will be those that performed their Tahajjud Salaah. 

Just as we disembark from an aeroplane in this world, similarly we 

will come out of the graves on the day of Qiyamah. An 

announcement will then be made, “Where are all those people that 

were punctual with their Tahajjud Salaah?” These people will 

identify themselves and will immediately be taken under the Arsh of 

Allah �. This will be their “VVIP” lounge which will be fully air-

conditioned with no side effects whatsoever. Here a person can 

enjoy all the fruits and food and whatever he desires, whilst people 

are busy getting their immigration done with the sun above their 

heads and in great worry. Those under the Arsh of Allah will be told 

that they may enter Jannah whenever they desire without any 

reckoning. Can we deprive ourselves of these benefits? 

For many deeds there are great rewards that are promised, but our 

sins obstruct us from these rewards. Our sins can be removed by 

performing Tahajjud Salaah.  

 مكفر�� لسياتكم

Tahajjud Salaah serves as a means of expiation for your sins. 

The fourth great benefit of Tahajjud Salaah, 

 منهيا� عن �الثم

It prevents a person from committing sins. 

Many people get angry and hate themselves for not getting up for 

Fajr Salaah. Many cannot control their eyes and look at Na-Mahram 

women. Some cannot control their temper and this leaves them 

with great regret when their temper subsides. Many say, “I regret 
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the manner in which I treated and spoke to my wife and workers.” 

We do not have the strength and ability to hold back from these 

sins. Tahajjud Salaah serves as a powerhouse that will provide 

strength that is required. Our electrical power is supplied to us from 

a power station. As the power is been transferred to us, it gets 

weaker, therefore a sub-station has to be installed in order to boost 

up the power. Similarly huge industries have sub-stations to boost 

up the power supply in the industry. Tahajjud is our sub-station that 

will boost up our power. By performing Tahajjud Salaah, not only 

will Fajr become easy but even Tahajjud will become easy. Not only 

will the eyes of a person will be controlled, but even the thoughts of 

a person will be under control. 

Rasulullah � is reported to have said, “The honourable people of my 

Ummat are those that memorise the Quraan and those that stand in 

Tahajjud Salaah.” Both these people have been put on one level to 

indicate that the Hafiz-Ul-Quraan must perform Tahajjud Salaah. A 

Hafiz that will act upon this will enjoy a higher position over others. 

Hadrat Umar � would employ Huffaz and Qurrah as part of his 

cabinet ministers. 

THE BENEFIT OF RECITING QURAAN SHARIF 

Another great miracle of the Quraan Sharif is that mere recitation 

without understanding the meaning also brings life into a person. 

Many of us are not regular with five times Salaah nor do we have 

Islamic clothing. We would like to wear Islamic clothing, have an 

Islamic environment, live as Muslims but we are unable to fulfil 

these ambitions. The solution is that we develop a connection with 

the Ahlullah and Buzurgs. Practice upon the things they prescribe 

such as recitation of Quraan Sharif, making Zikrullah etc. and by 

being punctual on these practices and placing our trust on Allah, I 
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promise that Allah � will bring complete Deen into one’s life. When 

Deen comes into a person’s life, then Allah � will correct a person’s 

Dunya (worldly life) and A’khirat (life of the hereafter). 

Doctors advice their patients to take a walk daily and drink eight 

glasses of water. Acting upon the advice may seem like a simple 

practise. However, if one acts upon the advice of the doctor, then 

his health will be taken care of, but we overlook these advices 

regarding them to be unimportant. We attach importance to 

expensive medication. Have a simple balanced diet and see how 

your health is taken care of. Similarly the vitamins of the Quraan 

Sharif, Zikr of the Kalimah Tawheed, and recitation of Durood 

Shareef will have a great effect even if recited ten times a day. We 

claim that we are the lovers of Rasulullah � yet we never recite 

Durood. Did we even recite a single Durood upon Rasulullah � 

yesterday, yet we regard ourselves as lovers of Rasulullah �? We 

commit sins daily, yet we don’t make any Istighfaar whatsoever. If 

we only make payments in our business but no money comes in, 

then how will such a business succeed? We commit sins all the time 

yet we do not seek forgiveness, this is similar to having no income in 

our business. 

REWARD FOR THE PARENTS OF THE HUFFAZ  

Rasulullah � is reported to have that the parents of Huffaz will be 

crowned and be given excellent clothing to wear upon which people 

will become astonished. If this the reward of the parents, what has 

been kept in store for the Hafiz himself? However, we should 

remember that the rewards are for that Hafiz that practices upon 

the contents of the Quraan reasonably. 
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In the Hadith it is mentioned that if a person shows respect to a 

Hafiz, it is as though he has shown respect to Allah � and 

Rasulullah �. On the contrary if a person fights and shows 

disrespect to a Hafiz, it is as though he has shown disrespect and 

fought with Allah �. One who fights with Allah �, his destruction is 

inevitable. (However, if the dispute was as a result of his money 

matters not being in order or any other valid Shari’ee reason, then 

the above warning is not applicable). 

During the days of Haj in Arafaat, Muzdalifa, Mina, we see a person 

with a flag in his hand and a group of people follow that flag. At the 

time of Jihaad, Rasulullah had also handed flags to the various clans 

which they would carry along. The Hafiz of the Quraan will be 

carrying a flag and people will be following the Hafiz into Jannat. 

Today almost every Masjid in our country has a Hifz class. It should 

not be such that we fall short in our A’maal, rather we should do 

A’maal and gain the full reward.  

REGRET OF A GREAT KING 

Around the 10
th

 century of Hijra there lived a king named Shah 

Sultan Mahmood Begra who ruled the Gujrat area and his 

headquarters was Ahmedabad. He was a very pious person. 

Whenever he used to pass by a Qabr he would make Dua, “O Allah! 

Make the life of the Qabr easy for us. If we are successful here, we 

will be successful in the remaining stages.” On one occasion he 

hosted a Hifz Khatm in his Masjid on the 27
th

 night of Ramdaan and 

great Ulema had delivered lectures. In those days the Bayaan would 

continue throughout the night. One Alim had mentioned during the 

course of his lecture, “A person that is a Hafiz of the Quraan, seven 

progenies after his demise and seven progenies prior to him will be 

protected from the torment of the day of Qiyamaah.” The Day of 
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Qiyamah is such a day when the sun will be one and a half spears 

above his head. We cannot tolerate the heat of this world when it is 

40 degrees Celsius. At 45 degrees we say that it is extremely hot, yet 

on the day of Qiyaamah the sun will be directly above one’s head. 

Currently the sun is 150 million miles away from earth. When the 

sun will be directly above our heads, the bottom will be like boiling 

copper. A person will be barefoot, how will he cope? A person will 

not even manage running on such a hot piece of ground. On the day 

of Qiyaamah, the feet of a person will not move until he answers 

five questions.  

Nevertheless, when Mahmood Begra heard this, he said that none 

of my children are Huffaz. He had a son named Muzffar Hilmi who 

was in charge of his father’s government in Baroda. This son 

realised the concern and worry of the father. Whilst fulfilling his 

daily duties he had recited so much of Quraan that he managed 

memorising the Quraan Sharif in one year. He told the father that I 

will lead the Taraweeh Salaah in your Masjid this year and he 

completed three Khatm of the Quraan Shareef. This had caused the 

father to become so pleased that he handed the entire kingdom 

over to this son. On the basis of the Quraan Sharif and knowledge of 

Deen, Allah � has granted tremendous amount of honour to 

people. If we didn’t acquire the knowledge nobody will consider us. 

We shouldn’t think that we are somebody. It is through the Quraan 

Sharif that Allah � is granting us honour today. We should cry 

before Allah � and beg of Allah to grant us honour tomorrow on 

the day of Qiyamaah.   

Today we are worried of making our daughters BA, beauticians, 

dentists etc. but we are not worried about giving them Deen. The 

youngsters that are Hafiz-Ul-Quraan also get destroyed by attending 
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universities. If we give them Deen, it will help us on the day of 

Qiyamaah.    

HIFZ OF MAULANA QASIM SAHEB NANOTWI 

(RAHIMAHULLAH) 

Maulana Qasim Saheb Nanotwi (rahimahullah), the founder of Darul 

Uloom Deoband, went for Haj in the days when sail boats were 

used. It took them a long time to reach Jeddah. They left in the 

month of Ramdaan, so Taraweeh was performed on the boat. There 

were no Huffaz to lead the Taraweeh so Quraan was recited from 

Surah Feel. This had caused Hadrat a lot of grief as he would be 

deprived of completing the Quraan in Taraweeh. He would learn a 

Para of the Quraan daily and would recite it at night in Taraweeh. 

HIFZ OF MAULANA HUSSAIN AHMAD MADANI 

(RAHIMAHULLAH) 

Hadrat Maulana Hussein Ahmad Madani (rahimahullah) went to 

make the Khidmat of his Sheikh voluntarily in Malta. Hadrat Sheikh-

Ul-Hind (rahimahullah) had fought against the British, so he was 

imprisoned in Malta for treason. The British government had a 

corrupt intention of converting all Indian people into Christianity. 

Hadrat Madani (rahimahullah) remained in the Khidmat of his 

Sheikh in prison. During the month of Ramdaan there were no 

Huffaz so Hadrat Madani (rahimahullah) would memorise one Para 

of the Quraan Sharif daily and recite it at night in Taraweeh Salaah. 

When Hadrat Maulana Muhammad Umar Saheb Palanpuri 

(rahimahullah) would deliver a lecture, he would keep the Huffaz 

close to him. He used to say, “I am that Hafiz who had memorised 

the Quraan Sharif at the age of 55 and these people had memorised 
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the Quraan in childhood days, so they remember their Quraan well. 

Also, I get stuck whilst reciting, thus I require their assistance.” So 

Maulana had memorised the Quraan at the ripe old age of 55. 

If we make an attempt to memorise one Ayat of the Quraan Sharif 

daily, we can memorise Surah Mulk in a month as Surah Mulk 

comprises of thirty verses. Who says that we cannot memorise one 

Ayat of the Quraan daily? Maulana Saleem Dhorat Saheb is a young 

Alim in the U.K., but Hadrat has been blessed very greatly. One 

person wrote to him, “Hadrat! I do not get time to recite the Quraan 

Sharif daily.” He replied that you get time for your cigarette, to read 

your newspaper, to answer the call of nature, to watch TV, etc. It is 

not a matter of not getting time. The reality is that the importance 

of the Quraan Sharif is not in your heart. Today we cannot spend a 

few minutes to recite a few pages of the Quraan Sharif. May Allah 

� grant us the importance of Quraan Sharif.  

In Muzaffar Nagar (a place near UP in India) there is a Sayed family 

(i.e. family of Rasulullah �) residing there. The parents are Huffaz 

and all six children of the family are also Huffaz. When the mother 

was breast feeding the baby, she used to recite the 30
th

 Para 

excessively. When the child began speaking, it recited the entire 

Para. The mother would teach the six year old child his lesson when 

he was doing Hifz. The younger brother that was four years old 

would be playing around and he would listen to the Quraan Sharif 

being recited. Before the elder brother memorised the Sabaq 

(lesson), the younger brother would memorise the Sabaq.  Due to 

this, the six year old child had complained to the mother that he 

makes so much of effort to learn yet the little child would memorise 

so quickly. The little kids absorb very quickly, but we put them in 

front of the TV and their minds are filled with cartoons and all other 

forms of filth. 
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MEMORISING THE QURAAN IN ONE WEEK 

Imaam Muhammad Shaybani (rahimahullah) was a student of 

Imaam Abu Hanifa (rahimahullah). He went to acquire knowledge 

from Imaam Abu Hanifa (rahimahullah). To gain admission into the 

Madressa of Imaam Abu Hanifa (rahimahullah), one had to be Hafiz-

Ul-Quraan. Imaam Muhammad (rahimahullah) was not a Hafiz of 

the Quraan, so he was refused admission. He memorised the 

Quraan Sharif in a week and returned. Allah � says, 

�لقد يÎنا �لقر�J لثكر
َ
ْ
ُ
ْ
َ

ْ �
َ ْ َ
َ

َ 

Most certainly we have made the Quraan easy to remember 

When Allah declares that it is easy to memorise the Quraan, how 

can it be difficult? How did these boys manage memorising the 

Quraan?  Approximately 850 pages of the Quraan, 30 Paras, how did 

they manage memorising it? Allah � has made it easy and it is not 

our achievement. 

THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT AND THE GREATEST 

MISTAKE 

Allama Ibn A’bideen Shaami (rahimahullah) has written of Hishaam 

Kalbi (rahimahullah), a great Buzurg, who said, “I have such a great 

achievement which perhaps no one has achieved. I have made such 

a mistake that perhaps no one in the world has made such a 

mistake. My achievement was that I memorised the Quraan Sharif 

in three days.” We cannot recite a quarter Para in three days. 

Regarding his mistake, he stated that he was trimming his beard -

and the trimming should be after the length of the beard had 

reached a fist length from the chin. When measuring the beard, one 

should use his own fist and not the fists of his two year old child. So 
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instead of cutting the beard below the fist, he cut it above the fists, 

thus the entire beard was removed. 

DUTIES OF THE PARENTS 

Amongst the duty of parents is to inculcate the love of Rasulullah � 

in the hearts of their children. Today our children are crazy over 

some cricket player or soccer player. We should give them the love 

of Rasulullah �. Our children should have love for the Sayyid, love 

for the Quraan Sharif. We should advise our children. The children 

of Haji Ahmad Jassat of Pietermaritzburg went to Pakistan to study. 

They were asked, “Did your parents give you any specific advice?” 

They replied, “They advised us not to discard recitation of the 

Quraan Sharif.” Do we ever advice our children to perform their 

Salaah? When travelling, we advise them to take care of their 

passports, credit cards and various worldly possessions. Who 

amongst us advise their children in regards to Deen? 

VIRTUES OF AAYATUL KURSI 

The Quraan Sharif is such a Mubarak Kitaab that if a person recites 

Ayat-ul-Kursi after the Fardh Salaah, then there is nothing between 

him and Jannat except death (i.e. when he dies he will go directly 

into Jannat). How long does it take to recite Ayatul Kursi, yet we do 

not recite it. If there are Sunnah Salaah after the Fardh Salaah, then 

we will perform the Sunnah Salaah first and then recite these 

Wazaaif. 

FOUR GREAT VERSES OF THE QURAAN 

In the Hadith Sharif it is mentioned, “When Allah � was about to 

reveal the following four Surahs or Ayaat of the Quraan the angels 
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complained to Allah that O Allah! You are revealing us to such 

people that commit crime, murders, rape, adultery, etc. Are you 

going to send us to such people? Allah � took an oath by His 

honour and said, “Whosoever will recite these verses after the 

Fardh Salaah (i.e. after the Sunnat-e-Muakkada), I will bless them 

with four things, 

1. “I will grant them place in Hazeeratul Quds.” This is a superior 

place in Jannat-ul-Firdaus. We regard Jannat-ul-Firdaus to be a 

superior place. However, in Jannatul-Firdaus, there is place called 

Hazeeratul Quds which is regarded as the most superior portion of 

Jannatul Firdaus.  

2. “I will look at them 70 times a day with mercy.” Seventy is not 

used to show that it is limited and confined to seventy. It is used to 

show excessiveness as we would say, “I told you a million times” to 

show excessiveness. I will fulfil seventy of your needs and according 

to a certain narration the lowest is that I will protect you from 

depression, tension and pressure. Nowadays, whoever we meet 

complain of tension, so Allah � will protect a person from tension. 

3. “I will protect them from poverty.”   

4. “I will protect them from their enemies in fact I will allow them to 

overpower their enemies to such an extent that they will overpower 

Shaytaan and Nafs as well.” 

These Surahs and verses are as follows,  

1.Surah Fateha  

2.Aayatul Kursi  

3.  
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Rasulullah � is reported to have said, “A person who recites ten 

verses at night will not be written amongst the “Ghafileen” 

(neglectful ones).”  Recite Surah Fateha which contains seven 

verses. Recite the following verses, 
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Finally recite Surah Falaq and Surah Naas. Who cannot practice 

upon the above before lying down to sleep? 
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RECITING ONE HUNDRED VERSES BEFORE SLEEPING 

A person that recites a hundred verses at night will be counted 

amongst those that worshipped Allah � in great abundance. If a 

person recites Sural Alif Laam Meem Sajdah in the 21
st

 Para, Surah 

Waaqiah in the 27
th

 Para, Surah Mulk in the 29
th

 Para, a person has 

recited a hundred verses for the night and counted amongst those 

that had worshipped Allah � greatly. The Quraan Sharif is a great 

treasure which we have been blessed with. On the day of Qiyamah 

Rasulullah � will complain against us. 
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(On the day of Qiyaamah) The Rasool will say, “O my Rabb! My people 

have ignored this Quraan (regarded it to be obsolete) 

Rasulullah � will lay a charge against us that this part of the Ummat 

had totally divorced themselves from the Quraan Sharif. Which 

lawyer, advocate and attorney will you be able to find to defend you 

on the day of Qiyamah? We should make our connection of the 

Quraan Sharif and recite Quraan Sharif in our homes, cars, 

businesses. We should bring Quraan back into our lives. Today we 

are living such lives that we do not have any connection with the 

Quraan Sharif even in the month of Ramdaan. We have the best 

Hafiz to recite the Quraan Sharif in Ramdaan, yet we only attend the 

Taraweeh Salaah for a few nights and then disappear. During 

Ramdaan, Quraan Sharif is not recited in our homes also. 

SEVENTY THOUSAND SAY AMEEN TO THE DUAS 

MADE ON THE OCCASION OF KHATME-QURAAN 
When a person makes Khatm of the Quraan Sharif, then 70 000 

angels descend to say Ameen for the Duas made on completion. 

Hadrat  Anas � and other great Sahaaba would invite people to 
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their Khatm of the Quraan. The Huffaz are completing the Sharif 

today, this is not just one Khatm but these are multiple Khatms as 

these Huffaz had repeated their Sabaq, Sabaq Dhor and Dhor many 

times. Three thousand angels come to make Dua on the occasion of 

completion of Hifz. A person that completes his Quraan during the 

day, the angels make Dua till the night and a person that completes 

at night, the angels make Dua for him till the morning. We are 

unmindful of these treasures, Rands and cents are important to us. 

Our buildings which are made of sand and water are important to 

us. Our holidays are important to us. We should keep contact with 

the Ulema and the Buzurgs and we will realise that there is no 

greater treasure than the Quraan Sharif. Remember that you will 

leave behind the worldly possessions when you go into the grave. I 

will end the lecture by repeating the poem again,  

�������������	
���� � 

“One day we will definitely have to die.” 

���������������������������	
���� � �  
“One day the deceased will definitely be lowered into the grave.” 

������������������ 

“As we lived our lives, so will we be rewarded without any doubt.”  

So don’t waste out time in the world. The world is a plantation of 

the Akhirat. May Allah � grant us all Taufeeq and accept. Ameen! 
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The Quraan will be a proof in favour of you or against you 
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